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Abstract

It is widely accepted that valve stem leakage accounts for the majority of 
fugitive emissions from petrochemical and chemical sites often accounting 
for over 50% of fugitive emissions from these sites. The most common valve 
sealing device is the compression packing and even though compression pack
ings have been used for over 150 years, there is still a considerable lack of 
knowledge into how they effect a seal in a valve. This project hopes to bridge 
this gap by gaining a greater scicntific understanding of their behaviour in 
order to implement improvements in compression packing installation and 
operation.

In the present study an non-linear elastoplastic finite element (FE) model 
of 1.5 gjcvr? exfohated graphite was implemented in ABAQUS/Standard 
using the modified Cam clay material model. Recent experimental testing 
has proven that packing rings demonstrate non-linear elastoplastic behaviour. 
Previous compression packing research has lead to the development analytical 
models to predict valve packing behaviour. They assume that packing ring 
behaviour is linear elastic over the loading range. In order to obtain a greater 
scientific understanding of compression ring behaviour realistic FE modelhng 
was carried out.

The FE model was used to investigate the influence of loading, valve 
stem cycling, valve stem friction and wear on the behaviour of an exfoliated 
graphite packing ring set. It was found tha t FE analysis was vastly supe
rior to analytical models in predicting the behaviour of exfoliated graphite 
packing rings in a valve under operational conditions.



Experimental tests to determine the coefficient of friction based on asper
ity slope and atmosphere fmmd that the coefficient of friction of exfoliated 
graphite increases with distance shd. FE analysis using the modified Cam 
clay material model showed that the increase in coefficient of friction resulted 
from a failure of the surface layer of the compression packing. The accuracy 
of these methods indicate tha t this concept should be applied to analysis 
other packing ring types.

V
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 G eneral in troduction

Manufacturing industry is responsible for a wide range of environmental pol
lution emission to air (acidifying substances, greenhouse gases, persistent 
organic pollutants, heavy metals and other types of pollutants), emissions 
to water, contamination of soil and the generation of waste. Environmental 
pollution has severe consequences for our planet. Global warming, flooding 
severe storms, droughts, acid rain, fish kills and the dramatic increase in the 
instances of asthm a are all as a result of global industrialisation [1].

As industry consists of large and easily identifiable point sources of pol
lution it has always been a prime target of environmental pohcy [2], the 
target of which are fugitive emissions. A fugitive emission is defined as ‘Any 
chemical or mixture of chemicals, in any physical form, which represents 
an unanticipated or spurious leak from anywhere on an industrial site’ [3]. 
Fugitive emissions are emissions that cannot reasonably be collected and 
pass through a stack, vent or similar opening. Examples include particulate 
m atter from coal piles, roads and quarries, and VOC emissions from valves, 
flanges and pumps at refineries and organic chemical plants [4].

Worldwide fugitive emission legislation is becoming increasingly rigorous. 
The European Commission (EC) is putting in place a series of directives and
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legislation which will lead to much closer control, and reduction of fugitive 
emissions across the entire European Union (EU). The Directive on the Con
trol of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Council Directive 1999/13/EC 
from Solvent Using Industries was formally adopted in March 1999 by the 
European Commission and is now law. The Directive requires a reduction in 
VOC emissions of between 57% and 67% using 1990 levels as a baseline. EU 
Member States have until 2007 to integrate the Directive into national law, 
but all new installations will have to comply immediately.

The Solvents Directive is part of a much bigger EU strategy which aims 
to eliminate low-level ozone pollution. This strategy includes initiatives such 
as the Auto Oil Programme and the EC Framework Directive on Ambient 
Air Quality. However, it is the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
(IPPC) Directive tha t will have the biggest impact of all, together with the 
Solvents Directive, on reducing industrial VOC and fugitive emissions [5].

It is widely excepted tha t valve stem leakage account for the majority of 
fugitive emissions from chemical and petrochemical plants [3]. In investigat
ing the source of fugitive emissions from industrial sites it was found that 
the major proportion of fugitive emissions come from only a small fraction of 
the sources (e.g. less than 1% of valves in gas/vapour can account from more 
than 70% of the fugitive omissions in a refinery) [3]. An American review 
carried out by Reyes and Reddington [6] in the early 1980’s found that valves 
were responsible for approximately 19% of all light water reactor power plant 
shut-downs (more than any other type of component) and tha t valve stem 
leakage was one of the main causes. A survey undertaken by the Electrical 
Power Research Institute (EPRI) [7] indicated that approximately 80% of 
problems contributing to boiling water reactor plant non availability were 
due to valve stem seal leakage or seal related problems. Valve problems are 
found also to result in a significant amount of utility expenditure in terms of 
maintenance and manpower and cost.

By definition, a valve is a mechanical device that controls the flow of 
a fluid. The valve is one of the most basic and indispensable components
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Figure 1.1: Valve stuffing box (Source: [8])

of our modern technological society. The original and still most common of 
these valve sealing device is the compression packing, so called because of the 
manner in which it performs the sealing function. Made from relatively soft, 
pliant materials, compression packings consists of a number of rings inserted 
into the annular space (stuffing box) between the rotating and/or reciprocat
ing part of the valve. By tightening a follower against the top or outboard 
ring, pressure is transm itted to the packing set, expanding the rings radially 
against the side of the stuffing box and the reciprocating and/or rotating 
member, effecting a seal, as seen in Figure 1.1. Even though valve packings 
have been used for over 150 years there is still a vast lack of knowledge into 
how they effect a seal in a valve due to the lack of material data and sci
entific analysis of their behaviour. Improvements in valve sealing cannot be 
made without an improved fundamental understanding of their behaviour in 
a valve. It was in light of environmental concerns, legislative demands and 
the lack of detailed data on the behaviour of compression packing rings that 
this research was initiated.
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1.2 O bjectives and scope o f thesis

Previous research [9, 10, 11] into the behaviour of compression packing rings 

has lead to purely analytical solutions. These analytical solutions presume 
th a t packing ring behaviour is elastic in nature. Recent experimental test
ing has proven tha t compression packing ring behaviour shows non linear 
elastoplastic behaviour [12].

Many practical problems in engineering are either extremely difficult or 
impossible to solve using conventional analytical methods. Such methods 
involve finding mathematical equations, which define the required variables. 
In the past it was common practice to simplify such problems to the point 
where an analytical solution could be obtained which, it was hoped bore some 
resemblance to the solution of the real problem. The advent of high speed 
computers has given tremendous impetus to all numerical methods for solving 
engineering problems. The finite element method forms one of the most 
versatile classes of such methods [13, 14]. In order to gain a greater scientific 
understanding of the complex behaviour of a compression packing ring set in 
a valve the FE method is to be used in conjunction with experimental testing 
and analytical analysis to determine the in-situ behaviour of a packing ring 
set in a valve.

The first objective of this thesis was to develop a non-linear elastoplas- 
tic [15] FE material model of exfoliated graphite packing rings. Exfoliated 
graphite packing rings were chosen because their mechanical properties do 
not differ significantly from one manufacturer to another. They are also one 
of the more homogeneous packing ring types and represent a good start
ing point for developing experimental and FE methods to describe general 
compression packing behaviour. The input parameters of the FE material 
model were determined experimentally and the FE material model was then 
validated.

The second objective of this project was to use the FE material model 
of exfoliated graphite developed in the first part of this thesis to investigate 
the influence of loading, stuffing box friction, valve stem cycling and wear
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on the behaviour of an exfohated graphite packing ring set. Results from 
FE analysis are compared with previously developed analytical models to 
establish how the two methods compared.

The third objective of the thesis was to investigate the influence of surface 
roughness and environment on the friction and wear behaviour of compres
sion packing rings. The influence of valve stem surface roughness on the 
friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings was investi
gated using experimental, analytical and FE methods. Practical engineering 
experience shows tha t the texture of the rubbing surfaces plays an impor
tant role in the forces tha t develop in a contact under conditions of boundary 
lubrication.

There is a significant lack of knowledge into the friction and wear mecha
nisms that occur at the valve packing interface. Standard valve stem friction 
testing has to date involved large scale conventional testing. Tests are car
ried out with components of relatively large mass under heavy loads. Results 
are dependant on factors which cannot be controlled or measured. In recent 
years, several workers have published models of asperity contacts which allow 
the effects of surface roughness on friction to be predicted [16, 17, 18, 19]. 
These models are based on theoretical, experimental and FE analysis. To 
date a model capable of predicting the friction and wear behaviour of exfo
liated graphite has not been developed.

There is very little data available on the friction and wear behaviour of 
exfoliated graphite. In order to investigate the influence of surface roughness 
on the friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite a test rig of a 
single asperity sliding against the series of packing rings was designed and 
built. This test rig allowed for the influence of valve stem surface roughness 
on the frictional and wear behaviour of compression packing rings to be 
investigated. The test rig measured the frictional forces on a single asperity 
and the resultant wear that occurred. An analytical model developed by 
Oxley et al. [20] was used to determine the intrinsic coefficient of friction of 
the interface at the asperity and the packing rings at the beginning of the
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test. The FE material model of exfohated graphite packing rings developed 
in the first part of this thesis was used to set up a model of the wedge test 
rig. The FE model of the wedge test rig was used to determine the evolution 

of stresses in the compression packing rings during a test. The results of this 
analysis was used to explain the experimental results.

1.3 C hapter content sum m ary

This thesis is composed of eight chapters:

1. In chapter(l), the reasons for carrying out this body of work are dis
cussed in light of the required improvement in the scientific under
standing of valve compression packing behaviour due to environmental 
concerns and legislative demands regarding reductions in fugitive emis
sions.

2. In chapter(2), previous compression packing ring research is discussed. 
Recent experimental testing has proven that packing ring behaviour 
has non-linear elastoplastic behaviour. Previously developed analyti
cal methods presume that the compression packing ring behaviour is 
linear elastic over the loading range. These methods are not capable of 
accurately modelling the behaviour of compression packing rings in a 
valve. Therefore a non-linear elastoplastic FE analysis of compression 
packing rings is to be carried out to in order to gain a greater scientific 
understanding of compression packing rings in a valve.

This thesis looks at only one compression packing ring type, this be
ing exfoliated graphite. Exfoliated graphite is relatively homogeneous 
compared with other packing ring types and represents a good start

ing point for developing experimental and FE methods for describing 
general compression packing ring behaviour.

An analytical model developed by Oxley et al. [20] is proposed as a 
viable model with which to predict the influence of surface roughness on
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the friction behaviour of exfoHated graphite packing rings. This model 
has been adapted to model elastoplastic material but it is not known 
if this model can be applied to exfoliated graphite. There is very httle 
data available on the friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite 
therefore an experimental test will have to be designed and built to 
investigate the influence of surface roughness on the friction and wear 
behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings.

3. In chapter(3), the selection of the FE material model and commercial 
FE package with which to model exfohated graphite is discussed. The 
modified Cam clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard was chosen 
as the best available FE material model and FE package with which to 
model exfohated graphite packing rings.

4. In chapter(4), the experimental test and the data manipulation meth
ods required to determine the input parameters of the FE material 
model are discussed. The FE model used to validate the FE material 
model is described as well as the FE model used to investigate the in
fluence of loading, valve stem cycling, valve stem friction and wear on 
the behaviour of an exfoliated graphite packing.

5. In chapter(5), the results of the experimental tests used to determine 
the input parameters for the FE material model are detailed. The 
input parameters for the FE material model are determined through 
the manipulation of the experimental data. The FE model is validated 
by comparing experimental results from the compression test rig with 
FE results from a model of the same test rig. Results of FE analysis 
carried out on a FE model of an exfoliated graphite packing rings set 
to investigate the influence of loading, valve stem cycling, valve stem 
friction and wear are detailed.

6. In chapter(6), the design of the test rig to investigate the influence of 
surface roughness and environment on the friction and wear behaviour
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of compression packing rings is detailed. The experimental results show 
that the coefficient of friction increases with stroke number. This meant 
that the Oxley model can only be used to determine the initial intrinsic 
coefficient of friction at the asperity packing ring interface. It is not 
possible to determine the stresses and strains in the packing ring set 
during a wedge test, therefore a FE model of the wedge test rig is set 
up to determine these variables in order to investigate the increase in 
coefficient of friction with stroke number. The coefficient of friction at 
the asperity packing ring interface in the FE model is determined from 
the Oxley model.

7. In chapter(7), the main results from this thesis are discussed.

8. In chapter(8), the main conclusions of the study are listed and the 
perspectives for future work are proposed.



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Valves

The valve is essential to virtually all manufacturing processes and every en
ergy production and supply system. Yet it is one of the oldest known to 
man with a history of thousands of years. As new industries developed, they 
become major users of valves. Industries such as textiles, wood pulp, chem
icals, food processing, pharmaceuticals, and power generation. Later the 
petroleum industry was born, and with it a demand for higher performance 
valves that could withstand the great pressures of oil and gas flowing from 
wells to the surface [21].

Although many different types of valves are used to control the flow of 
fluids, the basic valve types can be divided into two general groups: stop 
valves and check valves. Stop valves are used to shut off or, in some cases 
partially shut off the flow of a fluid. Stop valve are controlled by movement 
of the valve stem. A check valve normally only allows fluid to flow through 
it in one direction. This thesis looks at the particular case of the gate valve, 
which is a type of stop valve in particular the sealing of this type of valve 
using exfoliated graphite packing rings. An example of a gate valve and the 
relevant sealing arrangement can be seen in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A gate valve (Source; [22])

2.2 Valve packing m aterials

The oldest and still most common method of sealing a stop valve is through 
the use of a compression packing set. Compression packings are made from 
various materials in a variety of shapes, sizes and constructions, dependent 
upon the service requirements. The temperature, pressure, pH and chemical 
compatibility of the application in which the valve is in service will deter
mine the type of compression packing ring used. The main types of packing 
materials are natural cellulosic fibres (i.e cotton, jute, flax, ramie, hemp), 
man made fibres (i.e. acrylic, aramid, PTFE), metals (i.e. foils, wires) and 
exfoliated graphite [23].

Despite the introduction of more modern sealing technologies, packings 
continue to be a major choice for users because they are high pressure and 
temperature resistant, extremely cost-effective, relatively easy to install and 
maintain.
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2.3 Packing behaviour

Packing performance, or the likelihood of packing system leakage, can be 
affected by many factors including

• FVequency of stem movement

• System pressure and temperature

• Stem and stuffing box finish

• Stuffing box depth and diameter

• Accuracy of stem guidance

• Fluid medium

• Vibration

• Quality of installation

• Packing composition

• Gland pressure

Previous research [24] has shown that packing composition and gland 
pressure have the greatest impact on packing leakage. These tend to mask 
all other factors. Many other factors (e.g. fluid medium, system temperature 
and pressure) are established by system design and are therefore fixed.

Gland pressure, or the loading of a packing ring set, can be applied in 
two separate ways. The most common method of loading a valve packing set 
involves compressing a follower against the top of the packing ring set using 
a series of bolts, thus displacing the packing ring set by a fixed amount.

Packing manufactures recommend the use of live loaded valve packing 
sets in critical appHcations. A live loaded system maintains a near constant 
applied axial stress on the packing ring set. Live-loading provides excel
lent benefits, especially in systems with frequent pressure or temperature
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Figure 2.2: An example of a live loaded ball valve (Source: [25])

changes or high-cycle applications. It compensates for pressure and temper
ature changes and wear. An example of a live loaded ball valve is seen in 
Figure 2.2. The entire packing system is loaded by a set of Belleville washers 
to provide a stem seal that is under a near constant applied axial stress. 
When wear occurs in the packing ring set the spring set elongates resulting 
in a slight reduction in applied axial stress.

The minimum gland load on the packing to achieve sealing depends upon,

• Packing style and density

• Packing area

• Packing height

• System pressure.

The performance of a packing depends strongly on its fit in the stuffing 
box. Packing sets tha t have an interference fit will be difficult to install. 
However, if the rings are too loose, a high proportion of the gland load will 
go into deforming the rings rather than being transferred into radial sealing 
stress.
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Figure 2.3: Initial axial and radial stress distribution in a compression pack
ing set (Source: [26])

Minimising the gland load will also minimise stem friction and subsequent 
packing wear. When a load is initially applied to the packing by the gland 
follower, it creates an compressive stress in the packing height as shown in 
Figure 2.3. The packing in the stuffing box is subject to two axial forces, 
the thrust due to the gland follower on one end and to the media pressure 
from the other. Opposing the free transmission of force along the packing is 
the frictional drag on both the housing and the shaft due to radial expansion 
of the packing under axial loading and internal friction between fibres of 
the packing ring as it is compressed. This in turn causes a non-uniform 
distribution of axial stress in the packing ring set, and in the radial stress 
along the length of the packing ring set. Much of the load therefore, is 
transm itted only to the upper packing rings.

Only a portion of the applied axial stress is transferred into radial sealing 
stress. The radial sealing stress also decays exponentially through the packing 
set as shown in Figure 2.3. Threshold sealing occurs at the point where 
the radial pressure against the stem and the stuffing box exceeds the fluid
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Figure 2.4: The effect of gland pressure on leakage (Source; [26])

pressure in the flow channel [26]. The transmission of axial compressive stress 
and the subsequent conversion to radial sealing stress depends strongly on 
packing material and density.

A five ring packing set is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The initial radial 
packing pressure, Pj, decreases exponentially from the top to the bottom 
rings. The system pressure, Ps, acts on the bottom rings and decreases 
upward through the packing. At the point where the initial radial packing 
pressure, Pj, exceeds the system pressure Ps, threshold sealing occurs. The 
initial radial stress distribution against the stem develops into a more uniform 
distribution after a series of valve stem cycles as seen in Figure 2.4b, this 
phenomenon is called stress shakedown.
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2.4 Packing test m ethods

To date there has been a significant lack of detailed repeatable testing of 
compression packing rings. Due to the complex behaviour of compression 
packing rings in a valve and the vast number of variables that influence their 
behaviour it is highly important that compression packing ring behaviour be 
investigated experimentally. Test results and data given by packing manufac
turers for the behaviour of their compression packings are often questionable 
and not comparable, because the test methods are unknown or different or 
not standardised.

In 1958 Turnbull [27] stated there had been no detailed study into the 
physical properties of packing materials and that the development of any an
alytical theory into the behaviour of gland packings would rely on the proper 
characterisation of packing materials. Characterisation of packing material 
involves detailed material testing, analysis and mathematical modelling to 
date there has been a serious lack of such analysis.

Harwanko (1980) [28] stated that there was in particular a need for rec
ommendations as to required level of gland follower load which needs to be 
attained on a valve to be packed with a given gland packing material, to 
ensure a specified valve packing performance. One such study that was car
ried out involved a simulated life cycle test programme which was carried 
out by EPRI (1988) [26]. Testing conducted during this program determined 
that the maximum initial gland load for die formed graphite packings should 
be 1.75 X system pressure x packing area. This is a very general formula 
however, which does not take into account the effect of different densities of 
graphite rings on the required gland load.

One of the most significant developments in valve packing testing oc
curred at the State Materials Testing Institute (MPA), in the University of 
S tuttgart [12]. Four state of the art packing test rigs have been developed 
to determine the deformation, relaxation, friction and tightness behaviour of 
the compression packing rings.
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2.5 A nalytical m odels

Various analytical models have been developed since the middle of the 20th 
century to predict the decay in axial and radial stress through a packing ring 
set of length, 1 and the force required to cycle the valve stem under opera
tional conditions. In 1958 Thomson [29] published a paper which attem pted 
to analyse the fundamentals of gland packing behaviour. The problem he 
was attempting to solve is a complex one, but in the absence of any existing 
analysis even an approximate theory was going to represent a useful step for

ward. At a discussion into Professor Thomson’s paper at the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers, London in the same year, D.F. Denny [30] remarked 
that “Professor’s Thomson’s paper was of a different character and contained 
opinions that many people might find controversial but one thing was clear 
that it underlined the fact that packed glands had been used for at least 100 
years, but no one understood fully how they worked” .

The approximate theory developed by Thomson [29] was a useful basis 
for design, for the correlation of service data and as a means along which 
further research might proceed. Due to the complexity of the problem of valve 
sealing, certain simplifying assumptions were made. Discrepancies between 
calculated and observed values were evident.

Denny and Turnbull [9] presented many experimental data mainly ob
tained from special tests, and it is a measure of the complexity of the prob
lem tha t they were unable to proceed logically step by step from the data to 
final conclusion. They analysed the behaviour of packing rings in a stuffing 
box before any shaft movement had taken place and before fluid pressure is 
applied. They found that when the gland force is applied to the top of the 
packing ring set the friction of the packing against the walls prevents the 
transmission of the full force to the bottom of the box. Thus the axial stress 
in the packing decays along the length of the packing ring set. They showed 
theoretically that the decay is exponential in form under certain conditions 
and can be described by Equation 2.1.
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Pg

where P a x  is the axial stress in the packing ring set at a distance 1 from the 

top of the packing ring set, P g  is the applied gland pressure, Krad the ratio 

of radial stress to axial stress, /ii is the coefficient of friction between the  

packing and housing, fj.2 is the coefficient of friction between the packing and 

the stem  and t is the thickness of the packing. It can be seen that the relation 

between P and 1 is exponential only so long as (/ii +  1̂12) K  is constant.

This relatively simple exponential law for the distribution of axial pressure 

along a soft packing was found to be valid provided the pressure in the 

packing does not fall below a certain critical value. Denny and Turnbull 

found that if the axial pressure does fall below this critical value a more 

com plex analysis must be used.

In 1989 Salter [11] developed Equation 2.2 which predicts the radial seal

ing stress along a packing ring set of length 1.

^2 =  ( ^ ) ] ]  ( 2 .2 )

where ct2 is the radial stress against the stem, Pq is the applied gland pressure, 

Krad the ratio of axial stress to radial stress, is the coefficient of friction 

between the packing and housing, ^ 2  is the coefficient of friction between the 

packing and the stem. The parameters d, and do represent the inner and 

outer diameters of the packing ring respectively.

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 presume that the material properties are hnear 

elastic in nature and that Krad is constant over the loading range. Klenk 

[12] proved experimentally that these two assumptions can not be made for 

a wide variety of packing materials. He found that packing ring material 

behaviour was elastoplastic and that Krad varied over the loading range.

Several researchers have also tried to develop analytical models to predict 

the force required to cycle a valve stem under operational conditions. The 

importance of this variable cannot be over estim ated. If the force required to 

cycle the valve stem exceeds the manual capabilities of the operator or the
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power of the actuator, it will become impossible to  open and close the valve 

successfully. This problem could have potentially dangerous and costly con

sequences for an industrial site. An analytical model to  predict the frictional 

stem  force Fg is given by the following analytical relation [9, 29, 31, 32],

F s =  (2.3)
^0 +  ri  T o -  Ti

To be able to determine the friction stem  force, the following variables 

m ust be known: the geometrical dimensions of the packing (outer and inner 

radius, Tq and and the length 1 of the packing ring set in the compressed 

sta te), the packing characteristics (friction coefficient, between the packing 

ring set inner diam eter and the stem; radial stress conversion factor, Krad)\ 

the axial stress on the upper packing ring (cTax), and the gland load Fq , which 

is given by

Fg =  7r(r^ -  r-f)cTax (2.4)

Equation 2.3 was developed by Thomson by means of an integration of 

the axial force over the packing length, resulting in an exponential decrease 

in the axial stress from the gland follower to  the  stuffing box bottom  due 

to friction. A second integration leads to the frictional stem force. During 

both integrations it is assumed th a t the coefficient of friction does depend 

on axial stress. Klenk [12] proved experimentally th a t this is incorrect. He 

dem onstrated th a t Thom son’s formula underestim ates the frictional stem 

force.

Klenk devised a new formula, seen in Equation 2.5 to  predict the frictional 

stem  force and verified the formula by means of extensive experimental in

vestigation on a variety of different packing ring types of different lengths.

Fg — .7T .dg .1. Q (2.5)

where Fg is the frictional stem  force, dg is the diam eter of the stem, 1 is the 

length of the packing in its compressed state, Krad is the ratio  of radial stress 

to  axial stress and a s  is the applied axial stress a t the follower.
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2.6 Friction and wear based on surface rough

ness

The purpose of research in tribology is understandingly the minimisation and 
ehmination of losses resulting from friction and wear at all levels of technol
ogy where rubbing surfaces are involved. SoHd surfaces, irrespective of the 
method of formation, are rough on a microscale [33]. A soHd surface, or more 
exactly a soHd-gas or sohd-liquid interface, has a complex structure and com
plex properties dependent upon the nature of solids, the method of surface 
preparation and the interaction between the surface and the environment.

This is particulary the case for valve stem friction and wear. Friction and 
wear at the valve stem packing interface is a complex phenomenon which 
is not fully understood. The nature of the valve stem finish, the material 
properties of the packing rings and the atmosphere all play an important 
role in determining the resultant frictional forces and wear when the valve 
stem is cycled.

Standard valve stem friction testing involves investigating the valve stem 
friction on a conventional/macroscopic scale. In macrotribology, tests are 
carried out on components with relatively large mass under heavily loaded 
conditions. It is impossible to measure the radial stress, so the friction coef
ficient must be inferred from the stem force. In these tests wear is inevitable 
and the bulk properties of mating surfaces dominate the tribological per
formance. Microtribological studies are needed to develop a fundamental 
understanding of friction and wear mechanisms that occur at the valve pack
ing interface. A tangential force equal to the friction force, is required to 
initiate and maintain repeated sliding which will result in the formation of 
wear particles and eventual interface failure [34, 35, 33].

2.6.1 Boundary lubrication

The friction behaviour at the stem packing interface is one of either dry 
or boundary lubrication, the least understood of the lubrications regimes.
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Loads and speeds are such that there is no conventional hydrodynamic or 
elastohydrodymanic film separating the rubbing surfaces. No generally ac
cepted model of boundary lubrication has been developed to date and the 
analysis of boundary lubrication regimes is still based on practical experience 
and observation.

Practical engineering experience shows that the texture of rubbing sur
faces plays an important role in the forces that develop between the rub
bing surface. Surface texture is the repetitive or random deviation from the 
nominal surface that forms the three dimensional topography of the surface. 
Surface texture includes (1) roughness, (2) waviness, (3) lay and (4) flaws. 
Figure 2.5 shows an example of surface texture with unidirectional lay [36].

Different manufacturing processes produce differences in surface texture. 
Turning produces surfaces with have a lay: the asperities are long and aligned 
in the direction of tool travel. Ground and polished surfaces have roughness 
which is uniform in circumference and transverse direction [38]. There are 
the processes commonly used to finish valve stems. Turning and grinding 
will give a lay roughly perpendicular to the motion of the stem. Polishing 
will give an isotropic surface, but due to its expense it is seldom used.

Surface roughness most commonly refers to the variations in the height 
of the surface relative to a reference plane. It is usually defined by one of 
the statistical height descriptor advocated by ISO (International Standards 
Organisation). These are /ia(center line average) and Rg{nns) .  For the com
plete characterisation of a surface profile the parameters Ra and Rg are not 
sufficient. These parameters are seen to be primarily concerned with the 
relative departure in the vertical direction only. They do not provide any 
information about the slopes, shapes and sizes of the asperities or frequency 
or regularity of their occurrences. It is possible for surfaces of widely differ
ing profiles with different frequencies and different shapes to give the same 
Ra or Rq values [36]. Another problem with most real surfaces is tha t the 
broad based asperities which tend to possess low slopes, tend to dominate 
the numerical height characteristics and consequently dominate the numeri-
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Figure 2.5: Surface texture (Source: [37])
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cal values of R a  and /?, [39].

Early theories of boundary friction developed by Bowden and Tabor 

[34, 35] explained A m onton’s law (see Equation 2.8) in term s of plastically 

yielding asperity contacts, and related the coefficient of friction, ^  to  the 

interfacial shear strength  /  of the real contact area. This gives a  good ex

planation of the m agnitude of n  in many contacts, but takes no account of 

the texture of the rubbing surfaces, which practical engineering experience 

shows to be im portant.

Work by Kapoor and Johnson [38] on coriformal contacts has shown th a t 

even at low loads surface roughness plays an im portant role in subjecting a 

th in  layer to severe contact stresses. Contact pressure a t asperity (roughness 

peaks) were found to  be much higher than  the nominal (average) pressure. 

Although there are few such contacts, repeated sliding ensures th a t ulti

m ately these high contact pressures transverse the entire surface, subjecting 

it to  severe contact stresses and plastic flow [40]. It is these asperity contacts 

which cause the plastic flow, and the depth of the plastically deformed layer 

relates to their dimension rather than  the dimension of the nominal contact 

area.

There is very little literature available on the frictional behaviour of 

graphite. There is however a significant am ount of literature available on 

the frictional behaviour of a harder surface sliding against a softer surface. 

The influence of asperity slope on the friction behaviour of a m aterial can 

be investigated using single asperity models. In recent years, several workers 

have published single asperity models which can predict friction based on 

surface roughness [16, 17, 18, 19]. These models assume th a t an asperity 

contact can be represented as a hard wedge which slides over a soft perfectly 

plastic surface, pushing a plastic wave ahead of it. Slip line fields can then 

be developed to predict the stress and strain  in the softer m aterial due to 

the passage of the hard asperity. An example is shown in Figure 2.6.

The stress and strain  depends on the interfacial shear strength  ratio ( / ) ,  

used in Bowden and T abor’s theory and the angle th a t the hard wedge makes
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Figure 2.6: Slip line field model of asperity interaction (Source: [16])

with the soft surface. If a real hard surface can be represented as an array of 
such asperities, then its friction can be calculated successfully from its slope 
distribution, a surface texture parameter, and /  a lubrication parameter 
[41, 42, 43].

When the soft solid material shows rigid plastic behaviour, the force per 
unit width of the wedge can be determined and used to find the coefficient 
of friction.

Ft =  [Asina +  cos(2e — a ) \E D k s  (2.6)

Fn =  [Acosa +  sin{2t — a ) ] E D k s  (2.7)

where A — l +  7r/2 +  2e —27? —2a, kg — shear strength of the soft material, 
2e =  arccos{ f ) ,  f  =  r / k ,  t  being the shear strength of ED.

Provided the asperity contacts are mainly plastic, the above model gives 
a reasonable account of the effects of changing surface texture on n in single 
asperity tests [17] and for real surfaces [41, 42, 43, 44], The main conclusions 
are tha t /j should fall with surface slope, and interfacial shear strength.



Bowden and Tabor [34, 35] considered tha t the shear strength of the 
interface arose from the defects in the boundary film covering the contacting 
surfaces, leading to local micro-welds at the gaps in the film. The value of 
/  was taken to be the fraction of the contact not covered by the boundary 
film. This implies that the shear strength of the boundary film itself can be 
ignored. However, Briscoe and Evans [45] showed that boundary films do 
have a measurable shear strength, t/,  given by

Tf = pno  +  To (2.9)

where p is the pressure of the film. The intrinsic shear strength of the in
terface, To can generally be ignored, in which case, as shown by Black et al. 
[20], the model of Figure 2.6 leads to a simple expression for /x:

jjL — tanitan"'^ ̂ 0  + a) (2.10)

Again, friction falls to zero as asperity slope and film strength fall. Equa
tion 2.10 is found by resolving the forces on the front face of the wedge if no 
elastic recovery occurs behind the wedge. The forces on the wedge assuming 
no elastic recovery behind the wedge are shown in Figure 2.7.

There is experimental evidence that friction coefficients may actually rise 
if boundary lubricated surfaces becomes too smooth. For instance. Hirst and 
his co-workers[46, 47] showed how steel surfaces lubricated with stearic acid 
and rubbed in a Bowden-Leden machine could give extremely high values of 
friction when both surfaces were prepared so as to have very low asperity 
slopes. Whilst all this work has proved useful in understanding the friction 
of metals, caution will be needed in applying it to graphite whose mechanical 
properties are much more complex.

Exfoliated graphite does not exhibit perfect plastic behaviour. For elastic- 
plastic contact analysis, the analytical equations are very complex and most 
numerical techniques are laborious. These problems can potentially be over
come by using finite element analysis [33].
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Figure 2.7: Forces on a wedge which experiences no elastic recovery behind 
the wedge

2 .6 .2  R eal surfaces

The data obtained from single asperity analysis maybe used to model real 
surfaces. Multiple asperity contact, or real surfaces, have been modelled us
ing mainly statistical methods [48]. This is due to the complex nature of most 
real surface profiles. Greenwood and Williamson [49] were perhaps the first 
to develop a comprehensive model which could theoretically examine inter
facial conditions based on multiple asperity contacts. Their model is based 
on a density of asperities of constant slope whose height distribution has a 
Gaussian distribution. In recent years, research has been carried out using fi
nite difference numerical methods to analysis contact analysis of real surfaces 
[50]. This techniques allows for a digital numerical record of a real surface to 
be subjected to contact. The principle advantage of this model is that results 
do not depend upon asperity models or statistical models of the surface. This 
model, however, assumes that the materials are elastic/perfectly plastic with 
conservation of volume [39].
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2.6.3 Wear analysis

Wear is the surface damage or removal of material from one or both surfaces 
in shding, rolling or impact motion relative to one another. Wear occurs as a 
results of the material, geometrical and topographical characteristics of the 
surfaces, and the overall conditions under which the surfaces are made to slide 
against each other e.g. loading, temperature, atmosphere, type of contact etc. 
In most cases wear occurs through surface interactions at asperities. Wear 
is not a material parameter but a unique characteristic of the system being 
measured. It is a characteristic feature of the wear process that the amount 
of material removed is small. Wear in sliding is usually a very slow process 
that is very steady and continuous [33]

Wear occurs by mechanical and/or chemical means. These include the 
following six principals; each show quite distinct phenomena that only have 
one thing in common: the removal of solid material from rubbing surfaces. 
These are : (1) adhesive, (2) abrasive, (3) fatigue, (4) impact by erosion 
and percussion, (5) chemical and (6) electric arc induced [51, 33]. Over long 
sliding distances either one mechanism or a series of mechanisms cause the 
continuous removal of material from the mating surfaces.

Wear occurs at the valve stem interface as a result of valve stem cycling. 
The majority of the wear occurs on the packing ring set inner diameter. 
Excessive wear has severe consequences for valve stem sealing. As wear occurs 
at the packing ring set inner diameter the radial sealing stress against the 
stem decreases. If the radial sealing stress falls below a critical value leakage 
will occur unless the valve packing set is live loaded. The vast majority of 
valve packing sets are not live loaded therefore if a significant amount of wear 
occurs in the packing ring set an unacceptable amount of leakage will occur. 
It is invaluable to be able to calculate the wear rate of packing sets and to 
determine the allowable wear before leakage.

Wear in general is evaluated by the amount of volume lost and the state 
of the wear surface. The degree of wear is described by the wear rate, specific 
wear rate or wear coefficient [52]. The wear coefficient may be determined
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by using Archard’s law [53]. Archard’s law is detailed in Equation 2.11.

V ^ K F s  (2.11)

where V is the wear volume, K is the wear coefficient , F is the normal force 
and s is the distance shd.

The wear volume V, depends on the forces at the wear surface interface. 
In the case of valve packing wear this is the radial stress against the stem. 
This variable is hard to determine using standard valve test methods. To 
determine the wear that occurs in a given system it is necessary to carry 
out a series of tests to determine the influence of the material, geometrical 
and topographical characteristics of the surfaces, and the overall conditions 
under which the surfaces are made to slide against each other e.g. loading, 
temperature, atmosphere, type of contact etc.

Wear tests can be carried out in an endless number of ways as the outcome 
of the test strongly depend not only on the characteristics of the rubbing 
materials, but also on the whole mechanical system and its environment. In 
order to determine the influence of surface roughness on the wear behaviour 
of valve packing rings it is necessary to carry out fundamental testing of the 
wear behaviour of valve packing rings.

2.7 E xfoliated  graphite packing rings

The packing ring type under investigation in this thesis is exfoliated graphite, 
so chosen because their material properties do not vary considerably from one 
manufacturer to another. They are also one of the more homogeneous pack
ing ring types and represent a good starting point for developing experimental 
and analytical methods to describe general packing ring behaviour.

Exfoliated graphite packing rings are in use in critical applications, such 
as rmclear power plants and oil refineries, where leakage poses serious environ
mental, safety and health risks. Field experience with graphite packings has 
generally been very encouraging. However less than complete understand-
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ing of their characteristics and incorrect apphcation has at times created 
problems.

Since the 1980’s nuclear power plants (and other critical applications) 
have been selectively replacing asbestos packing rings with graphite packing 

rings. They have reported significant reductions in valve stem leakage. Test 
results and experience of the last few years with stuffing boxes packed with 
exfoliated graphite have shown that this material gave a tighter sealing and 
longer periods of leak free operation than were obtained with asbestos based 
packings [26].

The decline in the use of asbestos was aided by reductions in the cost 
of graphite and by the major packing manufactures ceasing the production 
of asbestos due to health and safety concerns. Liability associated with the 
use of asbestos based products persuaded many manufacturers of asbestos 
packing to withdraw their products in the 1980’s. On January 23, 1986 
the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed a plan involving 
immediate prohibition of the use of asbestos in certain products and the 
phasing out of domestic mining and importation of asbestos over a ten year 
period. In 1991 the EU banned five of the six forms of asbestos. All forms 
of asbestos will be banned in the EU by 2005.

2.7.1 E xfoliated graphite foil

Exfoliated graphite packing rings are manufactured from exfoliated graphite 
foil. The raw material used in the production of exfohated graphite foil is 
natural graphite flake with a well orientated crystalline structures shown in 
Figure 2.8a. Graphite intercalation compounds as seen in Figure 2.8b are 
produced from the natural graphite flakes [54]. The thermal deposition of 
these compounds leads to the formation of expanded flakes (worms), which 
are compressed into foils without binder or filler shown in Figure 2.8c.

The resulting alignment of the graphite particles and their planar struc
tures produces a high degree of directional dependency (anisotropy) in the 
properties. The high purity of exfoliated graphite is derived from the raw
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.8: (a) Graphite flake, (b) Graphite intercalations, (c) Graphite foil 
(Source: [55])

materials used, as well as from the quality of the mechanical, chemical and 
thermal purification processes [55].

Exfoliated graphite has many inherent properties that make it a very 
effective material in sealing applications [26].

• It exhibits a high resistance to inorganic and organic acids, alkalis, 
solvents, hot waxes and oils in addition to being compatible with main 
services such as steam, air and water. It is particularly suitable for 
heat transfer media, demineralised water, all petroleum products and 
steam at high pressures and temperatures

• It can be used up to 2500°C in non-oxidising environments

• Minimum corrosion on metallic flanges due to low chloride content

2.7.2 M anufacturing exfoliated  graphite packing rings

Exfoliated graphite products for valve stem packings can be supplied in three 
different forms. They include:

• Ribbon tape

•  Laminated rings
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• Die formed rings

The advantages and disadvantages of each product are discussed below. 
Ribbon tape was one of the early exfoliated graphite products offered for 
valve stem and pump packing applications [56]. W ith the flexible ribbon 
tape, each packing ring is formed in place in the stuffing box. The ribbon 
is first cut to a specific length determined by a fornmla for the stuffing box 
in question. It is then wrapped around the stem, compressed by the gland 
follower and pushed into the stuffing box to form a solid endless ring. This 
process is repeated until the required number of rings have been formed.

The main advantage of the ribbon tape is versatility. Plants need only 
stock a small range of ribbon widths to satisfy most of their valve and pump 
applications. The time required for installation and the difficulty of produc
ing consistent quality rings are significant disadvantages. High quality rings 
require the correct number of wraps and uniform forming pressure. Differ
ences in the skill level of the installer and the constraints of field conditions 
frequently result in installations of inconsistent quality and reliability. The 
time required to form each individual ring in the stuffing box makes it an 
expensive approach.

Laminated rings were the original exfoliated graphite product used for 
valve stem packings [7]. The manufacturing process involved cutting rings out 
of cured laminated sheet that has been predensified to 1.1^/cm^. The rings 
are cut to exact dimensions, which provide a slight interference fit with both 
the stem and stuffing box. It is recommended that laminated rings should not 
be split for installation but rather installed over the top of the valve stem. 
The claimed advantages of laminated rings is that they are diametrically 
stable and tend to experience less wear due to the lateral orientation of the 
graphite planes. The most common apphcations of laminated rings are on 
control valves.

The disadvantage of laminated packing rings is the extremely accurate 
fit required to provide good sealing. Although the rings are manufactured 
to a relatively low density, they do not readily expand to form a seal since
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Figure 2.9: Die formed graphite ring after compression (Source: [26])

the orientation of the lateral planes of the graphite tends to prevent radial 
expansion. The packing has to be compliant so that it overcomes any rela
tively small imperfections (pits) in the valve. Very accurate stem and stuffing 
box dimensions are required for ring fabrication making installation difficult. 
The lack of versatility coupled with installation difficulty has limited the use 
of laminated rings.

Packing rings die-formed from flexible graphite tape have become the 
preferred graphite packing product. They are manufactured to precise size 
and density producing a consistent quality and reliable sealing performance. 
Die formed rings are manufactured by wrapping exact lengths of flexible 
graphite tape around a mandrel. The ring is formed with a die and press, 
collapsing the graphite tape into a tightly locked chevron configuration as 

shown in Figure 2.9.
The chevron pattern

• Improves the transfer of axial gland load into radial sealing forces

• Provides a tortuous path for leakage

• Improves bonding of the ribbon laminations, producing good ring in

tegrity

The final product is a solid ring. It can be bias cut (at 45°) to allow it to 
be twisted around the valve stem for installation in the stuffing box.
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Exfoliated graphite packing rings are m anufactured in a variety of differ

ent densities. The choice of packing ring density of a die-formed graphite ring 

for a particular application is a compromise. It m ust have a certain am ount of 

flexibility while being sufficiently dense to  produce good integrity and mini

mum consolidation. Low density rings will undergo high initial consolidation 

but will achieve sealing a t fairly low gland pressures. They will, however, 

undergo large amounts of in-service consolidation leading to poor long term  

rehability. Higher density rings will exhibit less consolidation. There is a 

limit, however. If the am ount of pressure required by the die forming process 

exceeds the expected gland pressure, the ring will not deform sufficiently to 

seal against the valve stem.

A series of compression packings are installed in a valve as a set. An 

exfoliated graphite packing ring set can be used by itself, bu t a t higher pres

sures or bigger clearances in the stuffing l)ox braided end rings m ust be used. 

Three die formed rings and two braided end rings is the standard  packing 

set arrangem ent recommended for square sectioned packings [26].

2.7.3 Previous graphite testin g

There has been relatively little documented testing of the bulk m aterial prop

erties of exfoliated graphite. Bouvard et al. [57] presented results on the me

chanical properties of graphite powder under conditions of large deformation, 

utilising both isotropic and triaxial states of stress.

The initial density of the poured graphite powder tested was 0.5 g ja v ? . 

The variation in axial stress for the direct shear box and the mean stress 

V — for the true triaxial test rig is in the range of 0-5

MPa. The initial density of the graphite powder and the stress range used 

by Bouvard et al. to carry out experimental testing is much lower than  th a t 

used when testing exfoliated graphite in this thesis.

The compression behaviour of the graphite powder from triaxial and die 

compression testing can be seen in Figure 2.10. The compression behaviour 

of graphite powder shows non-linear ela.sto-plastic behaviour. Before failure
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Figure 2.10: Experimental test data obtained by Bouvard et al. [57] on the 
testing of graphite powder

the graphite powder was seen to dilate. They also found that the failure 
strength of graphite powder can be correctly represented using the Mohr 
Coulomb failure criterion, a geotechnical failure criterion which is detailed in 
Section 3.3.5.

2.7.4 Frictional properties o f graphite

Several materials with lamellar structures exhibit low values of friction under 
certain conditions, and are therefore of interest as solid lubricants. Foremost 
among these materials is graphite (an allotrope of carbon); its structure is 
shown in Figure 2.11 [51].

Bonding between the atoms within the layers of the structure is covalent 
and strong, while the bonding between the layers is considerably weaker.
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Figure 2.11: Atomic structure of graphite (Source: [51])

In the graphite the interplanar bonding is from Van Der Waals forces, with 
a weak covalent bond contribution resulting from the interaction between 
the p-electron orbitals of the carbon atoms. The interplanar bond energy is 
about one tenth to one hundredth of tha t between atoms within the layers. 
A graphite crystal is strongly anisotropic in its mechanical behaviour and 
physical properties; in particular it is much less resistant to shear deformation 
in the basal plane (i.e. parallel to the atomic planes) than in other directions.

The low friction characteristic of graphite is associated with its lamellar 
structure and weak interplanar bonding, but by no means do all compounds 
with similar structures show low friction, and the low friction values cannot 
therefore be ascribed to these factors alone. Indeed, even with graphite, only 
when there are chemical species present which absorb on exposed surfaces 
does a low friction condition result.

The sliding friction of graphite against itself or other materials in air is 
low; typically, ^  0.1. If the surface of graphite is examined by electron 
diffraction after sliding, it is found that the basal planes have become ori
entated nearly parallel to the plane of the interface, with a misalignment of 
order of 5°. The friction of the graphite depends strongly on the nature of the 
ambient atmosphere. In vacuum or in dry nitrogen, /i is typically ten times 
greater than in air, and graphite under these conditions wears very rapidly. 
Controlled addition of gases and vapours reveals that the low friction and
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wear of graphite depends on the presence of oxygen, water vapour, or other 
condensable vapours [51].

2.8 Sum m ary

Compression packing rings are made from various materials in a variety of 
shapes, sizes and constructions. Their behaviour in the valve depends on 
the applied a:xial stress, the system pressure, the material properties of the 
packing ring material and the friction between the packing ring set and the 
stuffing box walls.

Various analytical models have been developed since the 1950’s to predict 
the decay in axial and radial stress through a packing ring set of length, 1 and 
the force required to cycle the valve stem under operational conditions. These 
analytical models have assumed tha t the packing ring material properties are 
linear elastic, and that Krad is constant over the loading range. Klenk [12] 
proved experimentally that a wide range of packing ring materials display 
highly non-hnear elastoplastic behaviour and that K^ad is not constant over 
the loading range.

It is extremely difficult if not impossible to describe the behaviour of 
compression packing rings in a valve using analytical models. This is due 
to the non-hnear elastoplastic material behaviour of the packing rings and 
complex boundary conditions that the packings rings are subjected to in a 
valve. Due to the complexity of the problem, the FE method is to be used 
to investigate the behaviour of compression packing rings in a valve.

The packing ring material under investigation in this thesis is exfoliated 
graphite. Exfoliated graphite packing rings are porous and show' non-linear 
elastoplastic compression behaviour [12]. Due to the lack of material data 
available for exfoliated graphite, a complete series of tests must be carried out 
to characterise its behaviour. This test data will allow for a more informed 
decision to be made as to the best available constitutive material model to 
describe exfoliated graphite. The FE model will be used to determine the
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influence of applied axial stress, stuffing box friction, valve stein cycling and 
packing ring wear on the behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing ring set.

Friction and wear at the valve stem packing interface is a complex phe
nomenon which is not fully understood. The friction behaviour at the stem 
packing interface is one of either dry or boundary lubrication. Practical en
gineering experience has shown that surface texture plays an important role 
in the frictional forces that develop between two rubbing surfaces. A single 
asperity test rig was developed and built to investigate the influence of as
perity slope on the friction and wear behaviour of compression packing rings. 
The FE material model developed in the first part of this thesis was used 
to investigate the evolution of stresses in the packing ring set during a test. 
This will improve the fundamental understanding of the mechanisms that 
occur at the asperity packing interface.

2.8.1 P roject plan

• Carry out material testing to determine the compression and failure 
behaviour of exfoliated graphite

• Determine the best available FE package with which to model exfoliated 
graphite packing rings

• Develop a constitutive material model which will accurately model the 
behaviour exfohated graphite

• Investigate the influence of loading, stuffing box friction and valve stem 
cycling on an exfoliated graphite packing ring set using FE analysis

• Design and build a single asperity tribotest to investigate the influence 
of asperity slope on the friction and wear behaviour of compression 
packing rings

• Complete a series of tests to investigate the influence of asperity slope 
on the friction and wear behaviour of compression packing rings
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• Implement a FE model of the tribotest to investigate the evolution of 
stresses, and the subsequent failure of the packing asperity interface
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Chapter 3

Constitutive material model

3.1 Selection  o f a com m ercial FE package

Constitutive material modelling is implemented in this thesis for exfoliated 
graphite packing rings. Exfoliated graphite packing rings were chosen be
cause their mechanical properties do not differ significantly from one man
ufacturer to another. They are also one of the more homogeneous packing 
ring types and represent a good starting point for developing experimental 
and Finite Element (FE) methods to describe general compression packing 
behaviour. A wide range of exfoliated graphite packing rings are used in 
practice. The most widely used density is 1.5 g/cvn? exfoliated graphite. 
Constitutive material modelling is implemented in this thesis exclusively for 
1.5 g/an^  exfoliated graphite purely due to time constraints.

There is a hmited amount of experimental data available on the behav
iour of exfoliated graphite. This meant that detailed experimental testing 
had to be carried out to determine the compression, yield and failure behav
iour of 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite. Details of the test methods used to 
characterise the behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings are presented 
in Chapter 4. Tests were carried out in a simulated valve and in a high pres
sure triaxial test rig. The results of this analysis are presented in Chapter 5. 
Exfoliated graphite packing rings are porous in nature and exhibit non-linear
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elastoplastic compression behaviour [12], The test results show tha t the com
pression behaviour can be approximated by the idealised clay compression 
model, shown in Figure 3.5. Exfoliated graphite is seen to yield according to 
pressure dependent yield criterion, i.e. the material becomes stronger as it 
yields. This behaviour is seen in soils, i.e. clayey and sandy type materials. 
The failure of exfoliated graphite was found to be slightly more complex, five 
of the 6 high pressure triaxial tests were found to fail according to the linear 
Mohr Coulomb failure criterion. A sixth sample was seen to fail in critical 
state. These are two separate failure criteria which describe the failure of 
geotechnical materials. These two failure criteria are detailed later in this 
chapter.

Experimental testing established that exfoliated graphite would be best 
modelled using a geotechnical material model, i.e. a soil material model. 
While the finite element method has been used in many fields of engineering 
practice for over 30 years, it is only relatively recently that it has begun to 
be widely used for analysing geotechnical problems [58, 59]. This is because 
there are many complex issues which are specific to geotechnical engineering 
which have only been resolved in recent years [60].

Due to the complexity of real soil behaviour, a single constitutive model 
that describes all facets of behaviour, with a reasonable number of input 
parameters that can readily be determined from simple laboratory tests does 
not exist. An ideal soil model describes the soil behaviour correctly and 
uses only a few parameters. Between these two demands, which are in fact 
conflicting, an optimum has to be found [58].

The decision was made at the beginning of this body of research to use 
a commercially available FE package. This would mean that the techniques 
developed in this thesis could be used by any valve packing manufacturer 
to investigate the behaviour of their compression rings. Only certain FE 
packages have geotechnical FE material models available in their code. The 
chosen FE package must have the following basic requirements,

•  A geotechnical material model that will model the compression, yield
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and failure behaviour of exfoliated graphite

• The ability to model friction at the packing stuffing box interface

• The ability to model valve stem cycling

Initially a decision was made as to the best available commercial FE pack
age and constitutive material model. This was the modified Mohr Coulomb 
material model in DIANA [61]. DIANA is a commercial FE package devel
oped by TNO Building and Construction Research, in Delft, Netherlands. 
DIANA has very advanced geotechnical constitutive models implemented in 
its code. The modified Mohr Coulomb material model allows for the mod
elling of non-linear elastoplastic compression, strength in tension and Mohr 
Coulomb failure. However convergence problems were encountered while try
ing to model contact friction. Following discussions with the developers of 
DIANA it was concluded that at the time of writing it was not possible to 
include contact friction at the packing set stuffing box interface using DI
ANA. Contact friction plays a significant role in influencing the compression 
and valve stem cycling behaviour of packing rings in a valve and therefore 
cannot be omitted.

The modified Cam clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard was chosen 
as the best available alternative. ABAQUS/Standard [62] is a commercial FE 
package developed by ABAQUS Inc. in Rhode Island. ABAQUS/Standard 
has geotechnical constitutive material models available in its code. They are 
not as advanced as the material models available in DIANA but its contact 
modelling capabilities are vastly superior to those of DIANA. The modified 
Cam clay material model has the ability to model non-linear elastoplastic 
compression behaviour, it has no strength in tension and its failure is gov
erned by critical state theory.

This chapter details the theoretical background to the modified Mohr 
Coulomb material model and the modified Cam clay material model. This 
is followed by a detailed description of the data manipulation required to
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obtain the input param eters for the two m aterial models from the tests d a ta  

already obtained for this thesis.

3.2 Elasto-plastic m odelling

The behaviour of most geological m aterials have been found to  depend on 

the applied hydrostatic stress [63]. Geotechnical m aterials are stress path  

dependent and their behaviour is known to depend on the stress history which 

the m aterial has undergone. The constitutive elasto-plastic relationships are 

incremental in nature so th a t they account for the stress path  dependance 

of the m aterial. The essential features of this plasticity theory are detailed 

below.

3.2.1 E xtension  to  general stress and strain space

If the concepts of elasto-plastic m aterials are to be of general use, their behav

iour m ust be formulated in general m ulti-axial stress and strain  space, this 

general multi axial stress and strain  spax:e gives six independent components 

of stress and six of strain, this makes the formulation of a theory of elasto- 

plasticity quite difficult. If the m aterial can be approxim ated as isotropic 

(i.e. properties independent of orientation) and if yield is essentially depen

dent on stress m agnitude, simplifications can bo made in the  theory by using 

invariants of stress and strain  [58].

3.2.2 Stress invariants

The concept of stress invariant is based on the following principle, the mag

nitudes of the components of the stress vector ((Tx, cr̂ , are

known to depend on the direction of the chosen coordinate axes. On the 

other hand principle stresses {cTx,cry and a^)  always act on the same plane 

and have the same m agnitude. The direction of the chosen coordinate axes 

has no influence on the plane on which they act or the m agnitude of the
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stresses. Therefore they can be described as invariant to the choice of axes 
[64, 65],

The concept of principle stresses can be used to reduce the complexity of 
the elasto-plastic theory. The state of stress can be fully defined by either 
specifying the six component values in a fixed direction of a specific coor
dinate axis, or by defining the magnitude of the principle stresses and the 
direction of the three planes on which the principle stresses act. In either 
case six independent pieces of information are required.

By working in terms of stress invariants provides considerable reduction in 
the complexity of the task of formulating elasto-plastic behaviour, because 
the number of stress and strain parameters reduces from six to three. In 
order to use this concept it is necessary to define material as isotropic which 
may be a simplification of the model. To model anisotropic behaviour the 
formulation must be in terms of six independent stresses and strains [66, 67].

3.2.3 Basic concepts

To formulate an elasto-plastic constitutive model requires the following es
sential ingredients [63, 58].

3.2.4 C oincidence o f axes

The principle directions of accumulated stress and incremental plastic strain 
arc assumed to coincide. This differs from elastic behaviour where the prin
ciple directions of incremental stress and incremental strain coincide [58].

3.2.5 Y ield function

Under uniaxial stress conditions the onset of plastic yielding is defined by 
ay, the yield stress. Under multi-axial stress conditions it is not reahstic to 
define a yield stress, as several components of stress are non-zero. Instead 
it is more prudent to define a yield function F. This function, F  separates 
purely elastic from elasto-plastic behaviour [67].
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Impossible 
stress state 

F({a} .{k})>0

Elasto-plastic
F ({ a } , {k } ) -0

b) Segment o f yield surfacea) Yield curve

Figure 3.1: Yield function presentation (Source: [58])

F  is a scalar function of stress expressed in term s of either the stress 

components or stress invariants and sta te  param eters {A:}:

F ^ { { a } , { k } ) : ^ 0  (3.1)

In general, the surface is a function of the stress sta te  { a }  and its size is also 

seen to change as a function of the sta te  param eter {fc}. {/c} is related to 

the softening/hardening param eter.

Elastic behaviour can occur if F({cr},{/c}) <  0, and plastic (or elasto- 

plastic) behaviour can occurs if F ({a} , {/c}) =  0. /^({^},{^}) > 0 is an 

impossible stress state.

Equation 3.1 defines the surface in a stress space. If Equation 3.1 is 

expressed in term s of the principal stresses and ct2  =  0, the yield function 

can be represented by the curve in Figure 3.1a. The surface which defines 

the  yield function is called the yield curve. If ct2  is not equal to  zero, the 

yield function has to  be shown in three dimensional a i  — a 2 ~  a s  space where 

it forms a yield surface, see Figure 3.1b [58].

The elastic domain is the space under the curve or the surface which 

defines the yield function. The advantage of assuming th a t the  m aterial
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conforms to isotropic behaviour and of expressing the yield function in terms 
of stress invariants should now be more apparent. If we did not make such 
an assumption, the yield function would have to be expressed in terms of six 
stress components and the surface it would form would have to be described 
in six dimensional space. Clearly, it is not possible to draw such a space and 
therefore visualisation of such a space is difficult [66, 58].

3.2 .6  P lastic  potentia l

Under uniaxial stress conditions it is assumed that the direction of plastic 
strains is the same as that of the imposed stress. Under uniaxial stress 
conditions this concept follows logically. However, in the multi-axial case 
the situation is not as straightforward as there are potentially six non-zero 
components of stress and strain.

Therefore a method of specifying the direction of plastic straining at every 
stress state has to be found. This can be accomplished by including a flow 
rule in the elasto-plastic material model. The flow rule defines the direction 
of the plastic strains and can be expressed as follows:

(3 2̂)
U(7i

where Ae^ represents the six components of incremental plastic strain, P  is 
the plastic potential function and A is a scalar multiplier. A plastic potential 
is of the form;

/ ’(M ,{ m } )  =  0 (3.3)

where {m} is essentially a vector of state parameters the values of which are 
irrelevant to this problem, because only the differentials of P  with respect to 
the stress components are needed in the flow rule, see Equation 3.2.

The plastic potential defined by Equation 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2 shows a portion of a plastic potential surface plotted in principal 
stress space. Due to the assumption tha t the principal directions of accu-
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a , , Aef

Current stress state

a) Segment of the plastic
potential surface b) Plastic potential curve

Figure 3.2: Plastic potential presentation (Source: [58])

mulated stress and incremental plastic strain coincide, it is possible to plot 

incremental principal strains and accumulated principal stresses on the same 

axes. The components of the outward vector normal to the plastic poten

tial surface at the current stress state provide the relative magnitudes of the 

plastic strain increment components.

Figure 3.2b presents the plastic potential when (T2 =  0. This allows 

one to plot the plastic potential function in two-dimensional space cti — as. 

The normal vector only provides an indication of the relative sizes of the 

strain components. A, the scalar parameter defined in Equation 3.2 controls 

the magnitude of the vector. A is a function of the hardening/softening  

rule. The plastic potential can be a function of the six independent stress 

components. The corresponding surface is in six dimensional stress space 

and the components of a vector normal to the surface at the current stress 

state represent the relative magnitudes of the incremental stress components 

[66, 63].
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A further siiiiphficatiou may be introduced which involves assuming the 

plastic potential function is the same as the yield function {i.e. P({cr}, {m})  =  

F({cr}, {fc}). In this case the flow rule is said to  be associative. An associated 

flow rule produces an incremental plastic vector normal to  the yield surface 

and the norm ality condition is said to apply. If the yield function and the 

plastic potential function are different {i.e. P({cr},{m }) ^  F({cr},{A:}) the 

flow rule is said to  be non-associative [66, 58].

Flow rules are very im portant part of geotechnical constitutive modelling 

because the flow rule governs the dilatancy effects of the m aterial. D ilatancy 

effects can have a significant influence on volume changes and on strength. 

If the  flow rule is non-associative the  finite element analysis can take a sig

nificantly longer time to solve. Therefore there are significant cost effects if 

an non-associated flow rule is implemented in a FE  analysis. If the flow rule 

is associative, the constitutive m atrix  is symm etric and so is the global stiff

ness m atrix. If the flow rule is non-associative both the constitutive m atrix 

and the  global stiffness m atrix  become non-symmetric. The inversion of non- 

symm etric matrices is much more costly, in term s of storage and computer 

time.

3 .2 .7  H a rd en in g /so ften in g  rules

The hardening and softening rules specify how the sta te  param eters {k}  vary 

with plastic straining. This enables the scalax function, A, in Equation 3.2 to 

be calculated. If the m aterial’s behaviour is perfectly plastic, no hardening or 

softening will occur and the sta te  param eters {k}  are constant. Therefore it 

is not necessary to define a hardening of softening rule. This follows from the 

fact th a t once the stress sta te  reaches and is m aintained at yield, the m aterial 

strains indefinitely [58, 68], i.e the m aterial is perfectly plastic. For m aterials 

th a t are not perfectly plastic hardening and /o r softening will occur during 

plastic straining. Under these circumstances rules are required to specify 

how the yield function changes.
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3.3 M odified M ohr Coulom b m aterial m odel

The modified Mohr-coulomb m aterial model is useful in sim ulating the be

haviour of sandy type m aterials. The failure surface of the modified Mohr- 

Coulomb model is the so-called double-hardening model in which the shear 

failure and the compressive failure are uncoupled [61]. The elastic behaviour 

is assumed to be non-linear and the plastic behaviour is a combination of 

shear failure and irrecoverable compaction [69]. The modified M ohr-Coulomb 

has both an associated and a non-associated flow rule, either can be chosen 

by the user.

The model is integrated numerically using fully implicit Euler backward 

integration on a local (integration point) level [61].

3.3.1 B asic assum ptions

The stress tensor a  and the strain  tensor e  can be introduced in vector format 

as

the hydrostatic pressure is defined as

1
3

and the deviatoric-like stress as

V =  -i;{<^xx +  <yyy +  (^zz) (3.6)

e =  P a  (3.7)

in which
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the effective deviatoric stress is then defined according to

R  =  (3.10)

and the third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor is defined as

J3 =  6 6 6  +  ^ 6 6 6  -  ̂ 6^6 -  ^ 6 6 ' (311)

the strains are defined in a shghtly different fashion, the volumetric strain is 

defined as

Ey ^ x x  ^ y y  ^ z z  (3.12)

and for the deviatoric strains we adopt

7  =  Q e (3.13)

in which Q =  R P  =  P R .

3.3.2 E xponential e lastic  behaviour

Terzagi (1925) [70] observed experimentally that clays followed the following 

elastic law

K t =  (3.14)
K
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in which A't is the bulk tangent modulus, e is the void ratio, /t is a material 
parameter and p is the current hydrostatic pressure. In this form the soil has 
no tensile strength. Therefore Equation 3.14 is modified to

K t = ^ ^ ^ { p  + pt) (3.15)
K

in which pt is the so-called tensile pressure. This tensile pressure pt is sim
ply an numerical artifice to take tensile stress into account when the initial 
pressure is equal to zero.

3.3.3 Flow rules

The plastic flow in shear failure is assumed to be non-associated and is de
termined by the plastic potential

6sinphi
5l =  9 +  (3.16)

in which ip is the so-called dilatancy angle and Pshift is illustrated graphically 
in Figure 3.3.

The plastic flow of the compression cap is determined by the plastic po
tential

92  ^  { p  + P s h i f t ?  + a q ^  -  p I  = 0  (3.17)

a  determines the shape of the elliptical cap and is shown graphically in Figure 
3.3. The plastic potential laws assume associative flow in the p-q space and 
non-associative flow in the deviatoric plane [69].

3.3 .4  H ardening rules

A hardening rule assumes a law analogous to the elastic compressive laws 
seen in Section 3.3.2 which adheres to the critical state concept;

Pc =  Pcoexpl^^^eP]  (3.18)
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Figure 3.3: Mohr Coulomb plastic potential in p-q space (Source: [61])

where pc is the preconsolidation pressure (preconsolidation stress is the majci- 

mum stress th a t the m aterial has been subjected to), Pco is the initial precon

solidation pressure, e is the void ratio, A and k are the loading and unloading 

defined by critical sta te  theory, is the plastic volumetric strain.

3 .3 .5  M ohr-C oulom b failure criterion

A knowledge of shear strength  is required in the solution of problems con

cerning the stabihty  of soil masses. If a t any point on any plane w ithin a 

soil mass the shear stress becomes equal to the shear strength of the soil, 

failure will occur a t th a t point. The shear strength ( t / )  of a soil at a point 

on a particular plane was originally expressed by Coulomb [71] as a linear 

function of the normal stress (aj)  on the plane at the same point:

Tf — c +(Tftancj) (3.19)

where c and (f) are the shear strength  param eters, now described as the
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Figure 3.4: Stress conditions at failure (Source: [72])

cohesion intercept (or the apparent cohesion) and the angle of shearing re
sistance, respectively. Failure will thus occur at any point where a critical 
combination of shear stress and normal stress develops.

The shear strength can be expressed in terms of the major and minor 
principal stresses CTi and at failure. At failure Equation 3.19 will be 
tangential to the Mohr circle representing the state of stress, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. Compressive stresses are taken as positive. The coordinates of 
the tangent point are t /  and aj  where:

Tf =  ~ CT3)sin29 (3.20)

^ / =  ^(^1 +  <̂ 3) +  ^(cTi -  cr3)cos26» (3.21)

and 6 is the theoretical angle between the major principal plane and the 
plane of failure. It is apparent that

0 =  45° +  ^  (3.22)

From Figure 3.4 the relationship between the effective principal stresses 
at failure and the shear strength parameters can also be obtained. Now:
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siTKf) = ------------------------ . (3.23)
CCOt(f) +  (cTi +  (T3)

Therefore

(cTi — (73) =  (cTi +  a'i)sin(j) +  2ccos(j) (3-24)

or

c’'i =  CT3ian^(4 5 ° +  +  2cian(45° +  ^ ) (3.25)

Equations 3.24 and 3.25 are referred to as the Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion. If a number of states of stress are known, each producing shear 

failure in the soil, the criterion assumes that a common tangent, can be drawn 

to the Mohr circles representing the states of stress: the common tangent is 

called the failure envelope of the soil. A state of stress plotting above the 

failure envelope is impossible. The criterion does not involve consideration  

of strains at or prior to failure and implies that the effective intermediate 

principal stress <72 has no influence on the sheai’ strength of the soil.

3.4 M odified Cam  clay M odel

The Cam-clay model based on the critical state concept is perhaps the most 

widely used model today for geotechnical analysis [60].

The first critical state models were a series of Cam-clay formulations 

developed at the University of Cambridge by Roscoe and his co-workers. The 

formulation of the original Cam-clay model as an elasto-plastic constitutive 

model is presented by [73] and [74]. [75] proposed the modified Cam-clay 

model and in recent years the egg Cam-clay model has been developed at 

Delft University [76].

The modified Cam-clay model has five basic ingredients

•  the elastic model
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•  the yield locus

•  the hardening rule

•  the plastic potential

•  the critical state

The modified Cam-clay model gives good predictions of deformations, not 

only under compression but also under shear. However the stresses are not 

always described properly.

3.4.1 E lastic m odel

Both the Cam clay and the modified Cam clay models were originally devel

oped for triaxial loading conditions. These models are essentially based on 

the following assumptions;

A piece of clay, which is subjected to  slow, perfectly drained isotropic 

(cTi = <72 = (Ts) compression, moves along a trajectory  in the v — Inp plane 

{v = specific volume =  1 +  e where e is the void ratio) , which consists of a 

virgin consolidation line and a set of swelling lines, see Figure 3.5 [58].

On initial loading, the soil moves down the virgin consolidation line. If 

the soil is unloaded from point ‘b ’, it moves up the swelling line ‘be’ . W hen 

the soil is reloaded, it moves back down the same swelling line until point ‘b ’ 

is reached, a t which point it begins to move along the virgin consolidation 

line again. If unloaded from point ‘d ’, it moves up the swelling line ‘de’. The 

virgin consolidation line and the swelling lines are assumed to be straight in

V — Inp' space and are given by the following equations:

Equation 3.26 represents the virgin consolidation line and Equation 3.27 

the swelling line. The values of k , X and Vi are characteristics of the particular

V +  \{lnp)  — Vi (3.26)

V +  K{lnp) = Vs (3.27)
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Figure 3.5; Behaviour under isotropic compression (Source: [58]))
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type of clay, whereas the value of Vg is different for each swelling line. Volume 

change along the virgin consolidation line is m ainly irreversible or plastic, 

while volume change along a swelling line is reversible or elastic.

The Modified Cam clay model does not define the elastic shear strain, so 

it is necessary to  define the  elastic shear strain  separately. The hypothesis 

of M uir Wood is assumed [15], and the elastic shear strain  is defined by 

Equation 3.28, w ith a constant value for Poisson’s ratio u:

6sl  =  (3.28)
2(1 +  u) 6q 

9(1 — 2u) up

where q is the deviatoric stress and e® is the elastic component of the devia- 

toric strain.

3.4.2 Yield locus

Consider a drained triaxial test. At first the clay will behave elastically. At 

some point the clay will yield, irrecoverable deformations will occur. At th a t 

specific moment the stress point of the clay sample has reached the yield 

locus. The yield locus of the Modified Cam clay model is an ellipse in the 

p — q triaxial plane (see part a of Figure 3.6):

f ^ q ^ - M M P c - p ) ]  (3.29)

The shape of the ellipse is defined by the shape param eter M, and its 

initial size or m ajor axis is determ ined by the preconsolidation stress, Pc (the 

maximum historical stress). The higher the preconsolidation stress the larger 

the initial ellipse. In addition, the yield surface only changes its size but not 

its shape and location 'm q — p space. This assum ption is called isotropic 

hardening.

3.4.3 Hardening rule

W hen the sample is loaded, in for example a drained triaxial test, the stress 

p a th  follows the line AB, as seen in Figure 3.6a and reaches the yield locus.
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Figure 3.6: The modified Cam clay model (Source; [76])

FVom this moment, as the load increases hardening occurs. The yield locus 

will grow while the load is increased and the clay will harden. Hardening 

is defined by an increase in preconsolidation stress Pc- From Equation 3.28 

follows:

6s P =  { \ - k ) —  (3.30)
l^Pc

Hardening is seen to depend only on the volumetric strain. A sample which is 

highly overconsohdated will soften when it is loaded beyond the yield surface. 

This will cause the yield locus to decrease. Softening is described by the same 

formula as hardening, Equation 3.30 [76].

The volumetric response of soil to  applied stress depends on its stress 

history. If a soil yields on a point to  the right of critical sta te  line (CSL),
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Figure 3.7: Associated flow rule (Source; [58])

incremental plastic strains are positive (compressive), and hardening behav

iour occurs (see Figure 3.6a). This side of the yield surface is called wet or 

subcritical. If yielding occurs to the left of the CSL (dry or supercritical) 

the incremental plastic volume stra in  are negative (dilatant) and softening 

behaviour results.

3.4.4 P lastic  potentia l

The plastic strain  vector is assumed to be normal to  the yield locus /  =  0 in 

the p — q stress plane (associated flow rule, see Figure 3.7), so

6e^ S f / 6 p  A P  — i f
5e^  S f / d q  2 t] 

where rj =  q/p,  Sp is the volumetric strain  and is the deviatoric strain.

(3.31)
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3.4 .5  C ritical sta te

W hen a clay sample is loaded sufficiently, in most cases the clay will reach 

a stage a t which shear can occur infinitely, while volume changes or stress 

changes no longer occur. This sta te  is called the critical sta te , and occurs 

when the stress point in the p -  q plane lies exactly on the top of the ellipse 

[68].

The critical sta te  line in the p — q plane is the hne which connects the 

top  of the ellipses of different sizes:

r i ^ M  (3.32)

where q = q/p. W hen the stress point lies on the line, it is not necessarily in 

the critical state. It is possible th a t the stress point lies on the critical sta te  

line and also inside the current yield locus (point X in Figure 3.7). T hat 

point doesn’t lie a t the top of the ellipse and is therefore not in the critical 

sta te  [76].

Each critical sta te  combination of Pcs and qcs is associated w ith a critical 

s ta te  combination of Pcs and v^s- The critical sta te  line, which lies in the

p — V  plane, connects the values of p ^ s  and v ^ s  can be w ritten as:

t) =  r  — Xlnpcs (3.33)

r  = /V -  (A -  K.)ln2 (3.34)

where P and N are constants.

Combinations of p, q and v th a t simultaneously satisfy Equations 3.32 

and 3.33, are critical states.

3.5 Input param eters for FE m aterial m odel

The two FE  m aterial models to be used in this thesis are detailed in this 

chapter. Table 3.5 summarises the required input param eters for the mod-
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ified Mohr Coulomb m aterial model in DIANA and the modified Cam clay 

m aterial model in A BA Q U S/Standard and their physical meanings. The ex

perim ental m ethods required to determ ine these input param eters will now 

be described.

Table 3.1: FE  m aterial model input param eters

A B A Q U S Physical m eaning D IA N A Physical m eaning
A Loading param eter A Loading param eter

K Unloading param eter K Unloading param eter

V Poisson’s ratio V Poisson’s ratio

eo Initial void ratio eo Initial void ratio

M Failure criterion sincf) Failure criterion

P Yield surface shape Pc Preconsolidation stress

K Dependance of yield on (J2 Pt Strength in tension

3.5.1 Loading and unloading param eters

A and k , the loading and unloading param eters used in both  the FE ma

terial models can be calculated using two separate experim ental methods. 

These m ethods have been developed to characterise the behaviour of soil 

type m aterials. The first m ethod involves carrying out an oedometer test. 

In an oedometer test a cylindrical specimen of soil enclosed in a m etal ring 

is subjected to a series of increasing static  loads, while changes in thickness 

are recorded against time. The soil specimen is confined laterally, thereby 

allowing only one-dimensional strain, i.e. strain  in the direction of load appli

cation. The test is described in BS Standard 1377:Part 5:1990. An example 

of an oedometer test rig is show in Figure 3.8.

The principles of the oedometer test are the same as th a t of the compres

sion test rig detailed in Section 4.1.1. The compression test rig allows for the 

one-dimensional compression of compression packing rings. Therefore the 

m ethods used to  determine A and k  using a oedometer test can be applied
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Figure 3.8: Details of a typical oedometer consolidation cell (reproduced from

Fig. 1(a) of BS 1377:Part5:1990)

to results from the compression test rig. The applied axial stress is plotted 

against void ratio. Initially the preconsolidation stress for the test m ust be 

calculated; this is carried out using the m ethod described in Section 3.5.3. 

The d a ta  is then approxim ated by a bi-linear curve as seen in Figure 3.9. The 

straight portion before the preconsolidation stress is called the overconsolida

tion (OC) hne, while the straight line after the preconsolidation stress point 

is called the normally consolidated or virgin consohdation hne. The slope of 

the OC line in the e vs. log{a^) axis is designated as C* or the swelling index 

and is also assumed to be the same as the slope of any subsequent unloading 

curve. The slope of the NC/V CL line is designated as or the compression 

index.

From the calculated values of Cc and Cg the values of A and n can be 

determ ined using Equations 3.35 and 3.36 respectively.

0.434C, (3.35)

(3.36)

The second m ethod involves the m anipulation of test d a ta  from a triaxial
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Figure 3.9: Calculation of compression index and swelling index
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test. The principle of the triaxial test are described in Section 4.1.2. The 

natu ral log of apphed pressure, In p is p lotted against the specific volume,

V (1+e). The d a ta  is approxim ated by linear lines, these being the virgin 

consolidation line and the swelling lines as seen in Figure 3.5. The slope of 

the virgin consolidation line corresponds to  the value of A and the slope of 

the swelling line is equal to  k.

3.5.2 P o isson ’s ratio

Poisson’s ratio is calculated using experim ental d a ta  from triaxial tests. On 

initial compression the negative normal stra in  £i is plotted against volumet

ric strain  The slope of this hne is determined and Poisson’s ratio v  is 

calculated from the formula 1 — 2-(;—tan(in itial slope), detailed in [77].

3.5.3 Pre-consolidation  stress

The preconsolidation stress of soil can be determ ined by loading a sample 

of a soil in an oedometer or compression test rig where the sample is loaded 

under one-dimensional strain. The results are plotted in a semi-logarithmic 

void ratio, e vs. log of effective vertical stress, log{ay) plot, see Figure 3.10.

Using this plot the preconsolidation stress is determined following Casagrande’s 

procedure [78]:

1. By eye locate the sharpest point of the consolidation curve (point A)

2. Draw a horizontal line from point A (line A-B)

3. Draw a tangent to consolidation curve at point A (line A-C)

4. Bisect the angle between the tangent to the straight line from point A 

(hne A-D)

5. Draw a tangent to  the straight hne portion of the consolidation line 

(line E-F)
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log (vertical stress )

Figure 3.10: Calculation of preconsolidation stress

6. The intersection of the lines A-D and E-F projected to the horizonal 

axis gives the preconsolidation stress ( T y r n a x

3.5 .4  Strength  in tension

Since soil type m aterials are rarely tested in tension, it is usually necessary 

to guess the m agnitude of the strength  of the soil in hydrostatic tension. The 

choice of tensile strength should not have a strong effect on the  numerical 

results unless the soil is stressed in hydrostatic tension. A common approxi

m ation is to  set p t  equal to  5% to 10% of the initial yield stress in hydrostatic 

compression.
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3.5.5 C ritical sta te  param eters

Triaxial compression tests allow for the calibration of the yield parameters M 

and p. M is the ratio of the deviatoric stress, q, to the hydrostatic stress, p, at 
critical state and can be obtained from the stress values when the material 

has become perfectly plastic (critical state). At critical state p is plotted

against q and M is determined from the slope of the p-q line at that point.
Under axisymmetric triaxial test conditions the following equations are the 

definitions of p and q

V = \ { o a  + 2ar) (3.37)

q = a a -  (Jr (3.38)

where cTq is the applied axial stress and cTr is the confining pressure.
P represents the curvature of the cap part of the yield surface and can be 

calibrated from a number of triaxial tests at high confining pressures (on the 

”wet” side of critical state). (3 must be between 0.0 and 1.0, this effect can 

be seen in Figure 3.11.
To calibrate the parameter K, which controls the yield dependence on 

the third stress invariant, experimental results obtained from a true triaxial 
(cubical) test are necessary. These results are generally not available, and 

the user may have to guess (the value of K is generally between 0.8 and 1.0) 

or ignore this effect [62].

3.5.6 Friction angle

The friction angle sincf) is determined from triaxial test data. Three or more 

triaxial compression tests are carried out at different confining pressures. At 

failure the values of cti and <73 are recorded and plotted on a graph of a\ vs.
The slope of the line that joins these points is equal to 0  the friction angle. 

The sin of the friction angle is inputted into the modified Mohr Coulomb 

material model in DIANA to describe the failure of the material.
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Figure 3.11: The influence of on the Cam clay yield surface (Source: [62])

3.6 Sum m ary

The use of geotechnical material models to describe the behaviour of ex
foliated graphite packing rings were discussed in this chapter. Chapter 5 
details the material testing carried out on exfoliated graphite. This material 
testing established that the compression, yield and failure behaviour of exfo
liated graphite mimics that of a soil. The modified Mohr Coulomb material 
model was initially chosen as the best available material model with which to 
model exfoliated graphite. Convergence problems were encountered during 
FE analysis resulting from problems with contact friction. Therefore an al
ternative FE material model and FE package had to be chosen. This was the 
modified Cam clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard. Both material 
models are described in detail in this chapter. The methods required to de
termine the input parameters for the two material models are also described 
in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Experim ental and FE m ethods 
for com pression packing 
analysis

4.1 M aterial Testing

Material testing is carried out with two separate aims in mind. The first aim 
is to determine detailed information on the behaviour of individual packing 
rings in a valve, secondly testing has to be carried out to determine the 
input parameters for the FE constitutive material models which are detailed 
in Chapter 3.

4.1.1 Compression test rig

The compression test rig is a simulated valve stuffing box. It was designed 
and built by Klenk [12] and is located in the MPA at the University of 
S tuttgart. It allows for the controlled compression of individual or multiple 
compression packing rings. The test rig is shown in Figure 4.1.

The test rig is instrumented to measure the following variables

• Applied axial stress at the follower
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Figure 4.1; Compression test rig (Source [12])

• Axial stress under the final packing ring

• Deformation of an individual packing ring or a set of packings rings

• Radial stress at the OD of a single packing ring

• Radial stress at the ID of a single packing ring

Axial deformation is measured using 3 LVDT’s mounted in a 120° arrange
ment. The radial stress measurements are carried out using special measuring 
tubes, which represent the stem (inner tube) and the housing (outer tube). 
Both the measuring tubes are instrumented with strain gauges in 5 vertical 
positions over the tube length and 4 positions in the circumferential direction 
[12]. Data from the strain gauges are used to determine the radial stresses 
in the inner and outer tubes.

It is only possible to make accurate measurements of radial stress when 
single packing rings are being tested. By measuring the resultant radial stress 
in the inner and outer measuring tubes under a given applied axial stress the
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radial stress coefficient A'rad) can be calculated. Krad is the ratio of radial 

stress to  axial stress (see Equation 4.1).

K r a d  =  -  (4 . 1)

where is the radial stress and aa is the applied axal stress. The applied 

axial stress is m easured using a load cell. A pressure pad positioned at the 

bottom  of the test rig allows for the m easurem ent of the axial stress under 

the final packing ring. The decay of axial stress through a series of packing 

rings can be measured using this feature.

Experim ental da ta  from this test is used to  determ ine the loading and 

unloading param eters A and k for the FE  constitutive m aterial models. FE 

analysis of the compression test rig is also carried out to validate the FE 

constitutive m aterial models.

4.1.2 Triaxial test rig

Triaxial testing was carried out to determ ine various input param eters for 

the FE  m aterial models. The triaxial apparatus is the most widely used piece 

of laboratory equipment for soil and rock testing. There are many different 

types of triaxial test devices, including hollow cylinder and true triaxial test 

rigs. The most common type of triaxial test apparatus is the conventional 

cylindrical triajcial test rig. The convention triaxial test rig consists of three 

parts, a triaxial cell, a loading device and a device for generating confining 

pressure illustrated in Figure 4.2.

The triaxial cell itself consists of a cell body into which the specimen 

is placed. The specimen is cylindrical in shape and encased in a flexible 

rubber jacket to  prevent the cell fluid from entering the specimen [72]. The 

principle of a conventional triaxial test is as follows, a cylindrical specimen 

is subjected to steadily increasing hydrostatic pressure (i.e. equal am ounts 

of confining pressure and axial stress are applied to  the sample) until the 

required confining pressure is reached. The confining pressure is held con

stan t a t this value while the axial stress is increased until failure occurs [80].
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Applied axial stress

Figure 4.2: Triaxial test rig (Source: [79])

The engineer should specify cell confining pressures tha t relate to the in-situ 
conditions [81].

Standard soil mechanics triaxial cells are designed for pressures up to 1000 
kN/m?.  The cells are made from corrosion resistant metal, with an acrylic 
plastic transparent cylindrical body. Steel cells are also manufactured for 
tests at higher pressures of up to 7 M N /m ^ .  Tests on rock specimens are 
carried out in steel cells with loading devices which are capable of applying 
pressure up to 70 MN/m ?.  In order to simulate the stress conditions expe
rienced by standard valve packings in situ in a valve, it is necessary to use a 
rock triaxial test rig. Recommended procedures for rock triaxial testing are 
described by Vogler and Kovari [82],

Triaxial cells are available in several different sizes, each of which can ac
commodate several different specimen diameters by means of an interchange
able base and top cap fittings. Most tests are performed on samples with 
a diameter of 38mm and a height of 76mm [58]. Friction between the steel 
platens and the ends of the test sample can interfere with results obtained 
from triajcial tests. Research has shown tha t if a height to diameter ratio 
of 2:1 is used these effects can be ignored [80]. Manufacturing a continuous
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Figure 4.3: Exfoliated graphite discs used during triaxial testing

cylinder of exfoliated graphite of height 76 mm and diameter 38 mm proved 
unfeasible, as it was not possible to achieve the same density through the 
entire cylinder. Therefore the author had to determine a new method to test 
exfoliated graphite. As a compromise 38.1 mm diameter by 6 mm high discs 
of exfoliated graphite were designed and manufactured to for triaxial testing, 
an example of such a disc can be seen in Figure 4.3. These discs were stacked 
one on top of another inside the rubber jacket.

In order to determine the input parameters for the FE material models, 
the following variables must be recorded during a triaxial test, applied axial 
stress, confining pressure, axial strain and radial strain. Triaxial test rigs 
are instrumented to measure the applied axial stress and confining pressure 
applied to the triaxial sample. Axial and radial strains in a triaxial cell are 
normally measured using strain gauges. In the case of soil testing, strain 
gauges are attached to the rubber membrane. When testing rocks the strain 
gauges are glued to the rock samples themselves during testing. Strain gauges 
are capable of measuring strains up to 20%. Exfoliated graphite is a highly 
compressible material, strains in one-dimensional compression were seen to 
exceed 20% (See Figure 5.1). In light of this fact another method had to 
be found to measure the radial and axial strains seen in exfoliated graphite 
during triaxial testing.

Both internal and external mechanical devices have been developed to 
measure the strains in axisymmetric triaxial test rigs. These devices were
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originally conceived to detect strain localisations, they have a good resolu
tion and a large strain range [83]. A review of the latest measuring devices 
used in triaxial testing by Scholey et al. [84] stated that internal devices 
directly attached to the test specimen also gives the most accurate strain 
measurements. Due to the stresses experienced by the packing ring set in a 
valve triaxial testing had to be carried out in a high pressure triaxial test rig. 
The triaxial test rig also had to be instrumented to measure large strains. 
This type of machine is a very specialised piece of equipment and extremely 
expensive. Therefore testing had to be carried out in a third party location.

Tests were carried out using a rock mechanics triaxial test rig in the 
Department of Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial College, London. 
In this cell, radial strains are made on two perpendicular diameters by a 
prestrained cantilever transducer, which contacts the core sample via metal 
inserts bonding to the retaining jacket. Axial strains were measured using 
vertically mounted LVDT’s, which follow the ram travel. The set-up is shown 
in Figure 4.4. The exterior of the actual triaxial cell is shown in Figure 4.5.

The following parameters were data logged during each test: axial applied 
load, radial confining pressure, axial strain and radial strain. These outputs 
are used to calibrate the elastic and plastic compressive behaviour and the 
failure surface [69] of the FE material models. The data manipulation meth
ods required to determine the input parameters from triaxial test data can 
be seen in Section 3.5.

4.2 FE m ethods

Two FE models are detailed in this section. The first FE model is a simu
lation of the compression test rig described in Section 4.1.1. Experimental 
data from the compression test rig is compared with results from the FE 
model of the same test rig in order to validate the FE model. This FE model 
is used to validate the FE constitutive material models for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoh- 
ated graphite. The second FE model uses the FE material model validated
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using the FE model of the compression test rig to investigate the influence 
of loading, valve stem friction, valve stem cycling and wear on the behaviour 
of an exfoliated graphite packing ring set.

4.2 .1  C om pression test sim ulation

The FE model of the compression test rig can be seen in Figure 4.6. The FE 

model is an axisymmetric half model of one 1.5 g/crn^ exfoliated graphite 
packing ring in the compression test rig. FE analysis is carried out to val
idate the input parameters of the modified Cam clay material model in 
ABAQUS/Standard and the modified Mohr Coulomb material model in DI
ANA. The model is constrained in the 2 direction along the bottom of the 
stem, housing and seal. The model is constrained in the 1 direction along 
the left hand side of the stem and along the right hand side of the housing. A 
linearly increasing pressure of 40 MPa is applied to the top of the seal and 
then unloaded in the same manner.

Coulomb friction is defined at the packing ring ID stem interface and 
at the packing ring OD housing interface, with fistem =  0.1 and fihtmstng = 
0.2. These values were chosen based on the measured values from the 
compression test rig at the MPA in the University of Stuttgart. The 
for the stem was calculated to be 2.3 ^,m and the R^ value of the inner 
diameter of the housing was calculated as 6.3 /i,m. There is no direction 
correlation between R^ and ^  the coefficient of friction between the steel 
valve components and exfoliated graphite packing rings. Therefore these 
values can only be said to represent a possible value of coefficient of friction 
at the interface of the packing rings inner and outer diameters and the stem 
and the housing. The influence of coefficient of friction on the compression 
behaviour of a single compression packing ring was investigated using FE 
analysis. Variations in the coefficient of friction between 0.05 and 0.25 do 
not have a significant influence on the compression behaviour of a single 
packing ring. This however is not the case when it comes to the analysis 
multiple packing rings where the coefficient of friction of the interface of the
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compression packing rings and the stuffing box has significant influence on 
the behaviour of the compression packing rings.

The FE mesh of the compression test simulation can be seen in Figure 
4.7. The FE mesh was chosen as a compromise between time to convergence 
of the model and solution accuracy. This compromise had to be made as 
the model had to be run in excess of 100 times. The input parameters for 
the FE model were determined experimentally as seen in Section 5.2, there is 
significant variability in some of the calculated values and the influence of this 
variability had to be studied to investigate the influence of input parameters 
variabihty on the FE solution, which had to match the experimental results 
as closely as possible.

In ABAQUS the stem, housing and compression packing ring was com
posed of CAX4R elements. CAX4R elements are axisymmetric, 4 noded 
reduced integration elements which have hourglass control. ABAQUS rec
ommends the use of reduced integration elements with the Cam clay ma
terial model. It improves the convergence rate of the FE model. Hour- 
glassing can be a problem with first-order, reduced-integration elements in 
stress/displacement analyses. Since the elements have only one integration 
point, it is possible for them to distort in such a way that the strains cal
culated at the integration point are all zero, which, in turn, leads to un
controlled distortion of the mesh. CAX4R elements allow for the control of 
this hourglassing phenomenon. Contact was defined by contact surfaces in 
ABAQUS. The steel contact surfaces, i.e. the inner diameter of the stem 
and the housing were defined as the master contact surfaces and the inner 
and out diameters of the valve packing ring were defined as the slave contact 
surfaces.

The same mesh was used in DIANA with different elements. CQ16A el
ements were used to model the stem, housing and compression packing ring. 
CQ16A elements are eight-nodes isoparametric axisymmetric solid ring ele
ments. C0NT2 elements were used to define the contact elements. C0NT2 
are 2 dimensional contact elements. Contact and target surfaces had to be
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Figure 4.6: Compression test FE simulation

defined for contact analysis to be carried out in DIANA. The inner and outer 
diameters of the compression packing ring were defined as contact surfaces 
and the stem and inner diameter of the housing were defined as the target 
surfaces. A condition of zero Coulomb friction was defined at the interface 
of the target and contact surfaces in DIANA because the FE model could 
not converge unless this condition was assumed. DIANA does not presently 
have the capability to model contact friction.

4.2 .2  Valve cycling m odel

Valve stem friction has a significant influence on the stresses tha t occur in 
the valve packing set both on initial compression and when the valve stem is 
cycled. The valve cycling model was then used to investigate the influence of 
loading, valve stem friction, valve stem cycling and wear on behaviour of an 
exfoliated graphite packing ring set. The FE model is a simulation of a test 
rig developed by AMTEC [85] to measure the force on a valve stem when 
it is cycled. The model is an axi-symmetric half model of three 1.5 g/cm.^ 
exfohated graphite packing rings in a valve. A schematic of the FE model can
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Figure 4.7; Compression test FE  simulation

be seen shown in Figure 4.8. The dimensions of the individual packings rings 

are 56 x 40 x 8m m . A 0.1 mm gap was included at the interface of the packing 

ring OD and the housing, this is standard  practice in industry as it allows for 

ease of installation of the packing rings into the valve. The base of the stem, 

seal 3 and the housing are confined in the 2 direction. The left hand side of 

the stem  and the right hand side of the housing are confined in the 1 direction. 

The FE  mesh used can be seen in Figure 4.9. The stem, housing, follower 

and compression packing rings was composed of CAX4R elements which are 

described in Section 4.2.1. Contact was defined by m aster and slave surfaces. 

The steel component, i.e. the follower, stem, and housing were defined as 

the m aster surfaces and the packing ring surfaces were define as the slave 

surfaces. The FE  mesh was chosen so th a t it produced an accurate solution, 

within a m oderate tim e frame. The FE mesh also had to  have a significant 

number of d a ta  points with which to  analysis the stresses along the stem.

Two separate loading conditions were investigated. The packing rings 

are subjected to load control conditions and displacement control conditions. 

Displacement control conditions mimic the behaviour of a packing ring sub

jected to  simple bolt loading whereas load control conditions sim ulate the 

behaviour of a live loaded valve which m aintains a near constant force ap-
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Figure 4.8: FE model used to simulate valve stem cycling
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Figure 4.9: FE mesh used to simulate valve stem cycling
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plied to  the top of the packing ring set.

Under load control conditions a pressure of 40 M Pa is apphed to the top 

of the follower. Under displacement control conditions a displacement of 2.99 

mm was applied to  the top of seal 1. This displacement develops an average 

stress of 40 M Pa at the top of seal 1 when the friction at the valve packing 

ID stem  interface is fis te m  =  0.20. Under displacement control conditions 

convergence problems were encountered when the displacement was applied 

to  the top of the follower. The follower was om itted from the displacement 

control model and the model was found to  converge under these conditions. 

O m itting the follower from the displacement control model does not affect 

the results as it has minimal effect on the stresses apphed to  the  top of seal 

1 .

The model was subjected to six separate loading steps. Initially the 3 

seals are loaded axially either by a constant applied axial stress or by a fixed 

displacement a t the top of seal 1 as described above. This stress/displacm ent 

is held constant and the valve stem  is then cycled 5 times. Each load step 

occurs over a tim e period of 400 seconds. The initial loading is linearly 

ram ped over the course of 400 seconds. The valve stem is then closed over 

the course of 200 seconds and opened over the remaining 200 seconds of the 

load step. Opening and closing the valve stem involves displacing the valve 

stem in the +  and - 2 direction by 10 mm. The influence of stem friction on 

the forces developed against the stem  were investigated. The friction between 

the packing ring set OD and the housing was held constant a t jihousing  — 0-20. 

The friction between the packing ring set ID and the stem  was varied between 

0.05 and 0.5 in steps of 0.05. It was not possible to carry out the full spectrum  

of analysis under both  load control and displacement controlled conditions 

as convergence problems were encountered. Under load control conditions 

convergence occurred up to  and including jj.stem —  0.35, under displacement 

control conditions the model converged up to and including ^ s te m  —  0.45.

The influence of weax on the radial stress distribution against the stem  

was investigated using this model. After the valve stem  was cycled 5 times
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the valve stem was moved away from the packing ring set inner diam eter by 

0.05 mm. This allows for the sim ulation of wear of the packing ring inner 

diam eter. This m ethod of analysing wear is much easier to implement in FE 

analysis code as opposed to the removal of elements from the packing ring 

set to simulate wear. The relaxation in radial stress against the stem was 

investigated as the valve stem  was moved away from the packing ring set ID. 

The coefficient of friction between the packing ring set ID and the stem  was 

defined as Ustem =  0.15 and the coefficient of friction between the packing 

ring set OD and the housing was defined as fihousing = 0.20.

4.3 Sum m ary

This chapter details the m aterial testing required to determ ine the input 

param eters for the FE  constitutive m aterial models and the validation of 

FE m aterial model input param eters. Two FE models are detailed in this 

chapter. The first FE  model is a sinmlation of the compression test rig. 

The FE model is used to validate the input param eters for the FE  m aterial 

model. The input param eters of the FE m aterial models can be validated 

by comparing the FE results from the compression test rig model with the 

experimental test from the same test rig. The second FE  model is a model of a 

packing ring set in a valve. This model uses the FE  m aterial model developed 

in this thesis is to  investigate the influence of loading, valve stem  friction, 

valve stem cycling and wear on the behaviour of a 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated 

graphite packing ring set.
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Chapter 5

M aterial m odel validation and 
valve packing FE results

5.1 M aterial testin g

5.1.1 C om pression test results

The compression test rig, detailed in Section 4.1.1 was used to carry out 

a series of experiments to characterise the static  behaviour of individual 

exfoliated graphite packing rings in a valve. During a test the packing ring 

is subjected to 2 loading cycles. The test results for 1.5 g ja v ?  exfoliated 

graphite packings are detailed in this chapter. Results for 1.3 gjcvr? and 1.8 

gjcrv? exfoliated graphite packing rings can be seen in Appendix A.

Figure 5.1 describes the compression behaviour of one 1.5 gjcvr? exfo

liated graphite packing ring was subjected to  2 loading/unloading cycles. 

A 1.5 g/cvn? exfoliated graphite packing ring is seen to have a non-linear 

elastoplastic response to  applied axial stress. AVad, the ratio  of radial stress 

to  applied axial stress on initial compression is seen in Figure 5.2. K^ad is 

seen to  have an non linear relationship w ith applied axial stress over the 

loading range. Figure 5.3 details Kj-ad on second compression. On second 

compression, Krad is seen to  have a more uniform response to applied axial
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Figure 5.1: Compression of one 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite packing ring

stress over the loading range.

5.1.2 Triaxial test results

A series of triaxial tests were carried out using a high pressure rock me
chanics triaxial test rig located in the Department of Earth Science and 
Engineering, Imperial College, London detailed in Section 4.1.2. These tests 
were carried out in order to determine the input parameters for the modified 
Mohr Coulomb material model in DIANA and the modified Cam clay mate
rial model in ABAQUS/Standard. Details of the input parameters and the 

methods required to determine these parameters can be seen in Section 3.5.
The raw data from a triaxial test for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite using 

a confining pressure of 1 MPa is shown in Figure 5.4. The test specimen was 
subjected to two unloading cycles during the course of the test. Exfoliated
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fining pressure of 1 M Pa

graphite is seen to  display non-linear elastoplastic behaviour. Point A on the 

graph corresponds to  the peak stress of exfoliated graphite during this test. 

At point A failure is said to have occurred in the test specimen. At point A 

a bang is heard and the cylindrical test specimen shears on a failure plane. 

The test specimen is then seen to slip and crack further after this point. The 

cracking and slipping of the sample causes erratic axial stress, axial strain  

and radial stra in  responses in the specimen. In to ta l six triaxial tests were 

carried out, details of the test results for these triaxial tests can be seen in 

Appendix B.
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5.2 FE material model input parameters

5.2.1 Loading and unloading param eters

The loading and unloading parameters A and k can be calculated through 
the use of data from either the compression test rig detailed in Section 4.1.1 
or the triaxial test rig detailed in Section 4.1.2.

The first method involves manipulating data obtained from the compres
sion test rig. A single compression packing ring is placed in the compression 

test rig and subjected to two loading/unloading cycles. The log of applied 
axial stress log is plotted against the change in void ratio, e. Figure 5.5 
shows the plot of log cr„ vs. void ratio for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite. 
The experimental data is seen to be highly non-linear and has to be approxi
mated using the swelling and compression lines as described in Section 3.5.1. 
This method has the potential to produce inaccuracies in the calculated data 
as the method is quite subjective. There is no distinct point on the graph 
at which the behaviour of the material changes from elastic to plastic, but 
rather a knee in the data at which time the evolution of strains change from 
elastic to plastic. The swelling line, Cg describes the elastic behaviour of 
the material and the compression line, Cc describes the plastic irrecoverable 
behaviour of exfoliated graphite. Although there is some ambiguity as to 
the values of Cc and Cg the final chosen values are only chosen after rigor
ous analysis. FE variability studies were carried out determine the optimum 
values of Cc and Cg. The slopes of these lines are used to determine A and 
K the loading and unloading indices for the modified Cam-clay and modified 
Mohr Coulomb material models.

A = ^  = ^  = -0.11 (5̂ 1)
InlO InlO

C, -0.035 , ,
=  -0.015 (5.2)

InlO InlO
The positive values of A and k are inputted into the FE material model. 

It is vitally important tha t the calculated values of A and k are validated
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using FE  analysis to determine if the calculated values produce the same 

response in the FE model as seen in the experimental tests. Validation of 

the input param eters are presented in Section 5.3. The loading and unloading 

param eters A and k can also be calculated from triaxial test data. In a triaxial 

test a m aterial specimen is hydrostatically loaded up to a predefined value of 

confining pressure, the axial stress is then varied to  determine the loading and 

unloading behaviour and final failure of the m aterial. In order to  determine 

the loading and unloading param eters A and k from triaxial test d a ta  the 

natural log of the pressure, In p is plo tted  against the specific volume, v 

as shown earlier in Figure 3.5. The slope of the virgin consolidation line 

corresponds to the value of A and the slope of the swelhng line corresponds 

to th a t of K.

The plot of In p vs. v for 1.5 g/cm ^  exfoliated graphite can be seen in 

Figure 5.6. The triaxial test sample of exfoliated graphite was subjected to
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two unloading cycles, therefore k  can be calculated twice to  determ ine the 

variability in k  on second unloading. The calculated values of A and k  are 

shown in Table 5.1.

The value of A is the same under triaxial and one dimensional compression 

test conditions, the same is not true for k. The values of k  are much greater 

under triaxial test conditions compared with compression test conditions. 

Under triaxial test conditions k  is seen to  vary on second unloading producing 

an greater elastic response than  seen on first imloading. On first unloading 

K  was calculated as 0.034, on second unloading the value of k  was seen to 

increase to  0.050. This could be due to  variations in the density of the 

graphite discs used during triaxial testing. Triaxial testing was carried out 

using exfoliated graphite discs, which were stacked one on top of another in 

the triaxial cell. An example of one such disc can be seen in Figure 4.3.

Careful a tten tion  was paid to  the m anufacture of these discs, but varia

tions in density were seen across the diam eter of the discs with a minimum at 

the centre. The m anufacturing process has been optimised for hollow rings. 

It is significantly more difficult to  m anufacture uniform density discs. It is 

possible th a t the larger values of k . seen in triaxial testing resulted from the 

less dense section a t the centre of the exfoliated graphite discs. As the tri

axial specimen is compressed the center section will collapse in on itself as 

a uniform density is developed through the disc set. This could result in a 

greater elastic response in the specimen.

Table 5.1; Calculated values of A and n  from experim ental tests

M a te r ia l T e s t M e th o d K A

G raphite Powder Die Compression 0.06 0.95

G raphite Powder Triaxial Compression 0.108 0.96

Exfoliated G raphite Die Compression 0.015 0.11

ExfoHated G raphite Triaxial Compression 0.042 0.11

The values of A and k  for exfohated graphite are compared with the
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values of A and k  found by Bouvard et al. [57] for graphite powder. The 

comparison of this d a ta  can be seen in Figure 5.7. Exfoliated graphite is seen 

to have a much stiff er response on initial loading than  graphite powder. This 

results from the fact th a t the initial density of the graphite powder used by 

Bouvard et al. was much lower than  th a t of the exfoliated graphite specimens. 

Exfoliated graphite has a stiffer response to applied axial stress (as it has a 

greater density), it will not compress as mush under the same loading as the 

looser (less dense) graphite powder. Bouvard et al. also observed variations 

in K  under die compression and triaxial test conditions, k  was calculated as 

a greater value under triaxial test conditions, the same response was seen in 

exfoliated graphite samples.
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5.2.2 P o isson ’s R atio

Poisson’s ratio was calculated using a method described in Section 3.5.2, 
w'hich involves plotting the negative axial strain —£i vs. the volume strain 
€y for a triaxial test. The slope of the curve is inputted into Equation 5.3 
to determine Poisson’s Ratio. The plot of —ci vs. for 1.5 g/cm^  exfoli
ated graphite is shown in Figure 5.8. Poisson’s ratio is calculated using the 
following method:

I — 2v — l.an{inttmlslope) (5.3)

l - 2 v  = tan{0A7) (5.4)
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V = 0.25 (5.5)

5.2.3 Friction angle

The friction angle, 0  defines the failure of the  modified Mohr Coulomb m ate

rial model and is determ ined using the m ethod described in Section 3.3.5. In 

order to  determine the friction angle a m inimum of three triaxial test have 

to be carried out. The triaxial test involves applying a gradually increas

ing hydrostatic pressure to the sample until the chosen confining pressure is 

reached, a t this point the confining pressure is held constant and the axial 

stress is increased until failure occurs. Failure corresponds to  point A in Fig

ure 5.4. The axial stress and the confining pressure a t failure are recorded 

and plotted on a graph. Figure 5.9 shows results for 1.5 g/cm ^  exfoliated 

graphite. Three tests were carried out at different confining pressures and a 

subsequent best fit line was fitted through the test d a ta  to obtain the linear 

Mohr Coulomb relationship. The slope of this line corresponds to the value 

of the friction angle (p.

5.2.4 C ritical sta te  line, M

The modified Cam clay m aterial model fails according to critical sta te  failure 

criterion. Failure occurs when the m aterial reaches an ultim ate condition in 

which plastic shearing could contiime indefinitely without changes in volume 

or stress [68]. This phenomenon of perfect plasticity has become known as 

a critical sta te  and is defined by the constant M, which is described fully in 

Section 3.4.5. M is determ ined by plotting the mean stress, p against the 

deviatoric stress, q a t critical state.

In the case of exfoliated graphite, failure was investigated using the triax

ial test m ethod as described in Section 4.1.2. Six triaxial tests were carried 

out, the details of these tests can be seen in Table Appendix B. Five of the 

six tests were carried out using conventional triaxial test m ethods. A con-
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veiitional triaxial test involves loading the test sample under hydrostatic test 

conditions imtil the  required confining pressure has been achieved, the axial 

stress is then  increased until the sample fails. All five conventional triaxial 

tests failed according to  the modified Mohr Coulomb m aterial model failure 

criterion.

The sixth triaxial test was a m ultistage test, m ultistage testing is used 

mainly in rock testing where there is can be a lack of available samples. 

M ultistage testing involves changing the plane of failure of the m aterial by 

increasing the hydrostatic pressure when the peak stress of the m aterial has 

been reached, thus giving d a ta  on m ultiple failure planes from the one triax

ial sample. The m ultistage test carried out on exfoliated graphite involved 

applying confining pressures of 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 M Pa to the sample. At a 

confining pressure of 10 M Pa constant straining was observed in the sample 

w ith only a slight increase in applied axial stress compared to other tests. 

A condition of near perfectly plasticity or critical sta te  failure was observed. 

The m aterial was not seen to  be reaching a peak stress which would define 

Mohr Coulomb failure. This was the only point during triaxial testing where 

this phenomenon was observed. This may result from the fact th a t the fric

tion angle a t critical sta te  4> cs and A of a m aterial may be assumed to be 

m aterial constants bu t M, which defines the failure in critical sta te  is known 

to depend on the loading conditions [86]. The change in axial stress and axial 

strain  with time for this portion of the test can be seen in Figure 5.10.

In order to determ ine M for this portion of the test p, the pressure is 

plotted against the deviatoric stress q. The actual experimental d a ta  shows 

significant scatter therefore the choice of best fit line with which to model the 

da ta  was somewhat difficult to  determine. The graph of p vs. q for exfoliated 

graphite at a confining pressure of lOMPa can be seen in Figure 5.11.

During testing it was expected th a t exfoliated graphite would reach a peak 

stress under triaxial test conditions. However in the case of the m ultistage 

test a t lOMPa the test displayed constant shearing with a small increase in 

axial stress. A near critical sta te  had been reached, due to tim e constraints
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it was decided that the next stage for this test should be carried out. It is 

likely that after a given amount of time the stress would reach a constant 

value while the material would undergo constant shearing (perfect plasticity). 

This point was not reached during experimental testing before the confining 

pressure on the test sample had to be changed so that m ultistage testing  

could be continued. For this reason the 8 of the 17 data points was used to 

calculate the value of M for the modified Cam clay material model. The data  

points from Figure 5.11 were sorted according to increasing values of q, the 

deviatoric stress. The 4 data points with the minimum value of q and the 4 

data points with the maximum value of q were discarded. The 9 remaining 

data points were used to calculate M. The trendhne through the data points 

was validated using FE analysis as seen in Section 5.3 to determine if this 

value of M gave a best fit to the experimental data for the compression of 

one 1.5 g/cm^  exfoliated graphite packing ring.

5.2.5 P redeterm ined input param eters

Four input parameters did not need to be calculated experimentally, these 

being the preconsolidation stress Pc, the strength in tension, pt, K the de- 

pendance of yield on ct2 for the modified Cam clay material model and (3 the 

yield surface shape of the modified Cam clay material model.

The preconsolidation pressure Pc, is the pressure that the compression 

packing was subjected to when it was manufactured, in the case of 1.5 g/cm^  

this is 11 M Pa [Burgmann Packings, personal communication, 2001].

The choice of tensile strength should not have a strong effect on the 

numerical results unless the soil is stressed in hydrostatic tension. A common 

approximation is to set pt equal to 5% to 10% of the initial yield stress in 

hydrostatic compression [62]. Exfoliated graphite is known to be capable 

of supporting tensile stresses of up to 8 MPa. The properties of exfoliated  

graphite especially tensile strength, can vary greatly depending on production  

m ethods [Carbon Lorraine, personal communication. May 2004].

/? represents the curvature of the cap part of the yield surface and can
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be calibrated from a number of triaxial tests a t high confining pressures (on 

the ”wet” side of critical state). /3 m ust be between 0.0 and 1.0, this effect 

can be seen in Figure 3.11. To calibrate the param eter K, which controls the 

yield dependence on the th ird  stress invariant, experim ental results obtained 

from a true triaxial (cubical) test are necessary. These results are generally 

not available, and the user may have to guess (the value of K is generally 

between 0.8 and 1.0) or ignore this effect [62].

5.2.6 M aterial m odel input param eter sum m ary

Table 5.2 details the input param eters for the FE  m aterial models and the 

respective experimental errors associated with these values. Two separate 

values of k  are included in the table because the value of k  under triaxial 

test conditions was significantly higher than  th a t obtained under confined 

compression conditions. Experim ental tests carried out by Bouvard et al. It 

is not possible to compare the errors for k  since the results from compression 

tests are so significantly different than  those from triaxial tests. [57] found 

th a t K  varied depending on the loading conditions whereas A d idn’t. They 
are not strictly  comparable therefore it was deemed necessary to include the 

value of K  under both  triaxial and confined compression conditions and their 

respective errors.

5.3 FE m aterial m odel validation

Table 5.3 details the input param eters for the modified Mohr Coulomb m ater

ial model in DIANA and the modified Cam clay m aterial model in A B A Q U S/Standard 

respectively. Different values of k  are used in DIANA and A B A Q U S/Standard.

The values of k  under triaxial test conditions is seen to give the best result in 

DIANA whereas the value of k  under one dimensional compression is seen to 

give the a best m atch to the experimental test results in A B A Q U S/Standard.

Contact friction has a significant influence on the  loading and unloading be

haviour of compression packing rings in a valve, bu t it is not known if the
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Table 5.2: FE material model input parameters and their associated error

Input param eters Error
A 0.11 ±10%

^com pression 0.015 ±10%

^ tr ia x ia l 0.042 ±35%
V 0.25 ±20%

Co 0.5 -

Pc 11 MPa -

Pt 1.1 MPa -
s i n ^ 0.406 ±5%

M 0.75 ±20%

P 1 -
K 1 -

inclusion of contact friction in DIANA would allow for the use of k under 
one dimensional compression. The loading and unloading behaviour of the 
modified Cam Clay material model and the modified Mohr Coulomb material 
models are formulated for triaxial test conditions and should therefore give 
the same results given the same values of A and k .

D IA N A

A 0.11
K, 0.042
V 0.25

eo 0.5

Pc 11 MPa

Pt 1.1 MPa

sincj) 0.406

A B A Q U S

A 0.11
K 0.015
V 0.25

eo 0.5
M 0.75

/5 1

K 1

Table 5.3: FE material model input parameters
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Figure 5.12; Comparison of FE and experim ental results for the compression 

of one 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite packing ring

Figure 5.12 compares the FE results for the axial compression of one 1.5 

gjcrv? exfoliated graphite packing ring w ith experimental results obtained 

for tests carried out using the compression test rig detailed in Section 4.1.1. 

The FE  model is detailed in Section 4.2.1. On initial loading both DIANA 

and A BA Q U S/Standard show very good correlation with the experimental 

data. On unloading DIANA is seen to m atch the experimental d a ta  shghtly 

better th an  A BA Q U S/Standard.

Figure 5.13 details K[ID], the ratio of radial stress to  axial stress on 

initial compression for both DIANA and A BA Q U S/Standard. FE  results 

for K[OD] are om itted as they are very similar to  th a t of K[ID]. The FE 

results from A B A Q U S/Standard are compared with the experimental da ta  

for K[ID] and K[OD]. The results for A B A Q U S/Standard are seen to m atch
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of FE results with experimental results for K[1D] 
for the compression of one 1.5 g/cm^  exfoliated graphite ring

the experimental data more closely than DIANA. The lower values of K[- 
] seen in DIANA probably result from the lack of friction at the contact 
interfaces. At the time of writing it was not possible to include contact 
friction in DIANA as convergence problems occurred. Friction is known 
to aid the transfer in applied axial stress into radial sealing stress. For 
completeness Figure 5.14 is included to show both K[ID] and K[OD] for 
ABAQUS/Standard as compared with experimental data.
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Figure 5.15: Axial stress a t the top of seal 1 for f i s t e m  =  0.05 to j i s t e m  =  0.20, 
under load control conditions

5.4 Valve packing beliaviour  

5.4.1 Axial stress

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 detail the average stress a t the top of seal 1 under 

load control conditions. The coefficient of friction between the stem and 

packing ring set inner diam eter U s t e m  is varied and the resultant influence 

of stem friction on the applied axial stress is investigated. As the valve 

stem is cycled increasing fluctuations in applied axial stress can be seen with 

increasing stem  friction.

Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 details the applied axial stress a t the top of 

seal 1 under displacement control conditions. The force is not constant, after 

the valve has been cycled once a significant decay in applied axial stress can
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Figure 5.17: Axial stress a t the top of seal 1 for ^ l s t e m  =  0.05 to i i s t e m  =  0-20, 
under displacement control conditions

be seen a t the top of seal 1. This phenomenon becomes more pronounced 

as the coefficient of friction between the stem  and the packing rings set is 

increased. On cycling the stress a t the top of seal 1 fluctuates depending in 

whether or not the valve is being opened or closed.

5.4.2 Stress against th e  stem

The stress distribution against the stem after initial compression under dis

placement control conditions is seen in Figure 5.20. The stress distribution 

against the stem  under displacement control conditions shows less scatter 

than  results under load control conditions, which can be seen in Figure 5.21. 

After the initial compression stage the valve is cycled 5 times. The radial
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ment contro l conditions
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Figure 5.20: Radial stress against stem after initial compression under dis
placement control conditions
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Figure 5.21: Radial stress against stem after initial compression under load 
control conditions
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stress distribution against the stem  on initial compression and after 5 valve 

cycles is compared to  determ ine the influence of valve stem  cycling on the 

radial stress distribution against the stem. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the 

influence of valve stem cycling on the stress distribution against the stem 

under load control conditions. After the valve stem  is cycled 5 times the 

radial sealing stress against the stem  is seen to  increase.

Under displacement control conditions the stress against the stem  on 

initial compression and after 5 cycles is very similar for values of f i s t e m  —  

0.05 to f i s t e m  =  0.20 as seen in Figure 5.24. For values of f i s t e m  =  0.25 to 

t J ' s t e m  — 0.45 the stress against the stem deviates after initial compression, 

this result can be seen in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. The stress distribution 

against the stem  is seen to deteriorate after cycling, leading to a reduction 

in sealing stress against the stem, and hence an increase in the likelihood of 

leakage.

5.4.3 Force required to  cycle stem

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the force required to cycle the stem  under load 
control conditions as the friction between the stem  and the packing ring 

inner diam eter is increased from // =  0.05 to  /i =  0.35. As expected the force 

required to move the stem  increases as the  coefficient of friction between the 

stem  and the packing ring set inner diam eter is increased.

The force required to  cycle the stem under displacement control condi

tions can be seen in Figures 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31. The force required to cycle 

the stem  under displacement control conditions is not as large as under load 

control conditions because the radial stress against the stem is lower under 

displacement control conditions th an  for load control conditions.

5.4.4 W ear analysis

FE analysis is carried out using a FE  model described in Section 4.2.2. The 

model is loaded under displacement control conditions, the valve stem is then
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of radial stress against the stem on initial compres

sion and after 5 cycles for j i s t e m  =  0.05 to f i s t e m  =  0.20, under load control 

conditions
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of radial stress against the stem  on initial compres

sion and after 5 cycles for iistem  =  0-25 to pi stem  =  0.35, under load control 

conditions
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of radial stress against the stem on initial compres

sion and after 5 cycles for U s t e m  =  0 05 to  ^ i g t e m  —  0.20, under displacement 

control conditions
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Figure 5.25; Comparison of radial stress against the stem on initial compres

sion and after 5 cycles for p L s t e m  —  0.25 to i ^ s t e m  —  0.40, under displacement 

control conditions
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o  40

o Initial Com pression 
‘ After 5 Cyles

Stress, against stem [MPa]

Figure 5.26: Comparison of radial stress against the stem on initial com
pression and after 5 cycles for Ustem = 0.45, under displacement control 
conditions

cycled 5 times. Following this initial analysis the stem is then moved away 
from the ID of the packing rings set. The relaxation in radial stress against 
the stem is recorded. The FE data is used to generate a law to predict the 
stress relaxation that occurs due to wear of the packing ring set ID. The 
stress against the stem is taken as an average along the length of the packing 
ring set. Wc, the wear depth divided by the packing ring thickness is plotted 
against Sc, the current stress divided by the initial stress before any wear 
occurred.

The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 5.32. The trend line of 
this data can be used to predict the reduction in radial sealing stress that 
will occur if wear occurs at the packing ring set ID.
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Figure 5.30: Force required to cycle the stem  under displacement control 

conditions for ^ is te m  =  0.25 to  i i s te m  —  0.40
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Figure 5.31: Force required to  cycle the stem  under displacement control 

conditions for U ste m  —  0.45
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Figure 5.32: Plot of Wc versus Sc

5.5 C onclusion

This chapter presents results from the compression test rig and from tri- 
axial testing for 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite. Results from these experi
mental tests are used to determine the input parameters for the FE mate
rial models. The Cam clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard for 1.5 
g/cm^ is then validated using FE analysis. The Cam clay material model in 
ABAQUS/Standard is then used to investigate the influence of loading, valve 
stem friction, valve stem cycling and wear on the behaviour of an exfoliated 
graphite packing ring set.
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Chapter 6

Friction and wear analysis

6.1 Introduction

Practical engineering experience shows that the texture of rubbing surfaces 
plays an important role in the forces tha t develop between these surfaces, 
this phenomenon is described in detailed in Section 2.6. In this thesis the 
influence of valve stem surface roughness on the friction and wear behaviour 
of the packing-stem interface is investigated. The valve stem is made up 
of a series of asperities (microscale hills and valleys), these asperities have 
an average slope of a given angle depending on the method of manufacture 
of the valve stem, i.e. turning or grinding. The effect of asperity slope on 
the friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite is investigated in this 
chapter using experimental, analytical and FE methods.

There is very little literature available on the frictional behaviour of exfo
liated graphite. There is however, a significant amount of published literature 
available on the behaviour of a harder surface sliding over a softer surface. 
This literature details analytical models which can be used to model the be
haviour of a single hard asperity shding of a softer surface. One such model is 
the Oxley model detailed in Section 2.6.1, which has been previously adapted 
for elastoplastic materials. It is proposed that this model could be used to 
model the influence of asperity slope on the friction behaviour of exfoliated
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graphite packing rings. The wedge asperity model developed by Oxley et 
al [20] is quite well suited to modelling such surfaces, since their lay, per
pendicular to the direction of motion, tends to produce counterface, thus 
conforming to the model’s basic assumption.

However, it is not known if the Oxley model will realistically model the 
influence of asperity slope on the friction behaviour of exfoliated graphite 
packing rings. Therefore an experimental test had to be devised that could 
investigate the influence of asperity slope on the friction and wear behaviour 
of compression packing rings.

6.2 W edge test rig

In designing a tribological test to investigate the influence of asperity slope 
on the friction and wear behaviour of compression packing rings the following 
issues had to be considered and there demands be brought to bear on the 
design of the experimental test rig.

Previous friction testing has been based on large scale macro analysis of 
complete packing ring sets in real or simulated valve. This type of analysis 
does not allow for the measurement of radial stress at the packing stem inter
face. This leads to some uncertainty in the interpretation of the experimental 
results. The tribological test rig should allow for the controlled application 
and measurement of radial stress against the packing ring set.

The friction of graphite depends strongly on the nature of the ambient 
atmosphere. In vacuum or in dry nitrogen, /i is typically ten times greater 
than in air, and graphite under these conditions wears very rapidly. Con
trolled addition of gases and vapours reveals tha t the low friction and wear of 
graphite depends on the presence of oxygen, water vapour, or other condens
able vapours [51]. The influence of oxygen on the friction and wear behaviour 
of graphite packing rings is significant and as a result the tribological test 
needs to allow for the control of the atmosphere in the test rig.

The test rig is a microtribological test rig which was designed and built
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to investigate the influence of asperity surface slope and environment on the 
friction and wear behaviour of compression packing rings. The test rig is 

designed so that it mimics the interaction of a single asperity on an on/off 
valve as it is opened and closed. Valve stems are normally manufactured 
by either turning or grinding the valve stem a section of bar stock. This 
produces asperities at 90° to the direction of sliding of the on off valve.

A single asperity is modelled by a large scale steel wedge. The test rig 
consists of a wedge of a selected angle mounted on an arm. The arm and 
wedge are loaded with a given force, the wedge test rig accurately controls 
and records the radial force applied to the packing ring set by the steel wedge. 
The wedge is rubbed back and forth in a reciprocating motion against the 
ID of the 3 packing rings mounted inside the test head shown in Figure 6.1. 
The test head has an outer diameter of 50mm. The size of the test rig was 
kept at a minimum to avoid bending of the tool and to allow for control of 
the atmosphere in the test head. Problems with controlling the atmosphere 
within the test head are reduced if space is kept to a minimum. The test rig 
allows for tests to be carried out using different media, i.e. air or argon.

SM t ( p n y  I t t tx

GRAPHITE
Ur tU

*r •

LS (3)

Figure 6.1: Cross section of test head

The stuffing box is fixed and the arm and wedge is connected to the 
existing part of the rig (dynamometer). On the right hand side the system 
is closed, with a piece of flexible rubber membrane for air tightness. The 
rubber membrane is soft enough not to affect the test data. Two connectors, 
one on the tool and one on the left stopper are attached to plug tubes to
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Loading S T S tem Argon bottle

Dynamometer

Rubber
membrane

Figure 6.2: Friction test rig

facilitate air/gas flow. The friction test rig system is shown in Figure 6.2.
The test is controlled by a PC and in house software. This software 

allows the users to input the speed of sliding, the acceleration, the number 
of samples and the length of the test. The computer controls the stepper 
motor through the stepper interface.

The dynamometer transmits two signals in volts to the amplifiers, one 
for normal force and the other for tangential force. From this data the 
computer is able to calculate the coefficient of friction using Amonton’s law, 
see Equation 2.8. The wedge test rig is also instrumented with an LVDT to 
measure the vertical displacement of the wedge during cycling. Prom this 
data the wear tha t occurs during testing can be recorded. All wedge tests 
in this thesis were carried out using the following test conditions, the wedge 
was loaded with a force of 20 N. The wedge was then stroked against the 
inner diameter of 3 packing rings with an average speed of 6.316 m m /s for
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201 strokes, w ith a stroke length of 30 rnin. Four different wedge angles were 

used during the programme of experimental testing, these being 4.00°, 5.88°, 

8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles. These wedge angles represent the spectrum  of 

asperity angles seen on standard  valve stems. A ground and polished valve 

stem will have an average asperity angle of approxim ately 4° while a  turned 

valve stem  will have an approxim ate average asperity slope of approxim ately 

8° .

6.3 Friction results

Tests were carried out using four different densities of exfoliated graphite 

and 3 different braided graphite packing rings types. Results for 1.5 g ja r?  

exfoliated graphite and a special 1.5 g/cm?  exfoliated graphite packing ring 

type are detailed in this chapter. The special 1.5 g ja r?  exfoliated graphite 

packing ring has a secondary substance included in the packing ring th a t 

cannot be detailed in this thesis due to a company confidentially agreement. 

This secondary substance is an additive which is known to aid lubrication 

at the packing stem  interface. Results for 1.4 gjcw ?  exfoliated graphite and 

1.6 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite are detailed in Appendix B. Results for the 

3 braided graphite packing ring types Teadit 2001, Teadit 2200 and Teadit 

2202 can be seen in Appendix D.

6.3.1 1.5 g/cm^  exfoliated  graphite

Results for the coefficient of friction of 1.5 gjcrr?  exfoliated graphite are 

displayed in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for air and argon respectively. Tests were 

carried out using 5.88°, 8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles. The results for 1.5 

g/cvn? exfoliated graphite in air shows th a t the wedge angle has a distinct 

influence on the coefficient of friction. The greater the wedge angle the higher 

the coefficient of friction. There is also a definite increase in coefficient of 

friction w ith increasing stroke number. The increase is between 9% and 13% 

in air depending on the angle of the wedge. In argon these effects are greatly
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Figure 6.3: Stroke number versus coefficient of friction for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoli
ated graphite in air

magnified. An increase of between 42% to 50% in the coefficient of friction 
is seen over the course of 201 strokes.

6.3.2 Special 1.5 g/crri^ exfoliated  graphite

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 detail the friction test results for 1.5 gjcrr? special exfo
liated graphite packing rings in both air and argon respectively. The initial 
coefficient of friction is significantly lower for special exfoliated graphite ring 
compared with standard 1.5 gjcvn? exfoliated graphite packing rings. An 
increase in coefficient of friction with increasing stroke number is seen for 
special exfoliated graphite packing rings. In air this increase is between 15% 
and 38% depending on wedge angle. The dramatic increases seen in standard
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Figure 6.4: Stroke number versus coefficient of friction for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoli
ated graphite in argon
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1.5 g/cm Exfoliated Graphite Special (in Air)
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Figure 6.5: Stroke number versus coefficient of friction for Special 1.5 g/cm^  
exfoliated graphite in air

exfoliated graphite packing rings tested in argon are not seen with special
1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite tested. In argon a gradual increase of between 
27% and 63% is seen over the course of 201 strokes.

6.3.3 A verage coefficient o f friction

The average coefficient of friction, /i is calculated for each test and plotted 
against the corresponding wedge angle. The data includes the average co
efficient of friction results for 1.4 g/cm^,  1.5 g/cm^,  1.5 g/cm^  special and
1.6 g/cm^ exfohated graphite. This data does not account for the increases 
seen in the coefficient over the course of a test. It is simply a result which 
gives a general picture of the magnitude of the average coefficient of friction
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Figure 6.7: Wedge angle vs. average coefficient of friction for exfoliated 
graphite packings in air

under differing operational conditions. The results shown in Figures 6.7 and 
6.8 are for exfoliated graphite packing rings in air and argon respectively.

In air the average coefficient of friction is seen to increase with wedge 
angle. An decrease in fi is seen with increasing density of standard exfoli
ated graphite packing rings. Special 1.5 g/cw?  have a much lower average 
coefficient of friction compared with standard 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite 
packing rings. The average coefficient of friction for tests carried out in argon 
is generally seen to be higher than the corresponding value in air. Denser 

packing rings are not seen to demonstrate the same trend in argon as in air.
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Figure 6.8: Wedge angle vs. average coefficient of friction for exfoliated 
graphite packings in argon
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6.3 .4  E xperim ental data analysis

It is evident from the friction test results that the Oxley model is not capable 
of predicting the frictional behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings. 
The Oxley model is a rigid plastic model which is not capable of modelling 
the increase in coefficient of friction with stroke number. It can however be 
used to determine the initial intrinsic coefficient of friction at the interface 
of the steel wedge and exfoliated graphite based on density and atmosphere.

The experimental results show tha t their is a dependance of coefficient 
of friction on wedge angle. This dependance is not however, as pronounced 
as tha t found in metals. This occurs because exfoliated graphite experiences 
significant elastic recovery around the wedge when it is indented into the 
packing rings. This elastic recovery seen in exfoliated graphite reduces the 
actual effective angle of the wedge. The original Oxley model detailed in 
Section 2.6.1 is modified to account for the elastic recovery of exfoliated 
graphite. This modification improves the accuracy of the calculated values 
of initial intrinsic coefficient of friction. The modification of the Oxley model
to allow for elastic recovery is detailed in Section 6.3.5.

The results for 1.5 g/cvn? exfoHated graphite and special 1.5 g/cm? ex
foliated graphite show that the coefficient of friction increases with stroke 
number. In argon the increase in coefficient of friction with stroke number 
for 1.5 g ja r?  is much more dramatic than in air. A significant increase in 
coefficient of friction is see in 8.12° and 8.93° degree wedge angles compared 
with the 5.88° degree wedge angle. This increase in coefficient of friction 
in argon is seen to depend on wedge angle and cannot be explained by a
reduction in oxygen in the system as the test progresses. It was initially
hypothesised tha t the increase in coefficient of friction seen over the course 
of a test could be attributed to a reduction in oxygen within the test head as 
the test progressed. This cannot however explain the increases in coefficient 
of friction seen in tests carried out in air or the dependance of increase in 
coefficient of friction on wedge angle in argon. Other processes had to be 
occurring in the packing rings during the wedge test.
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The surface layer of the inner diameter of the packing ring set was thought 
to be failing under the pressure of the wedge and thus causing the increase 
in coefficient of friction. It is not possible to measure and record the stresses 
and strains in the packing ring set during a wedge test. The only variables 
recorded in a wedge test are the normal and tangential forces on the wedge 
and the wear of the packing ring set during a test. FE analysis is the only 
method available with which to determine the stresses and strains within 
the packing ring set during a test. The modified Cam Clay material model 
developed in this thesis to model 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite is used to 
investigate the stresses and strains in a 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite packing 
ring set during a wedge test. Before FE analysis of the wedge test rig can be 
carried out the intrinsic coefficient of friction has to be determined. The next 
two sections detail the modification of the original Oxley model to account 
for elastic recovery and the subsequent calculation of the initial intrinsic 
coefficient of friction of the wedge packing interface from the experimental 
data. The coefficient of friction at the interface of the wedge and the packing 
ring set in the FE model is calculated using the modified Oxley model.

6.3 .5  M odified  O xley  m odel

The Oxley model described in Section 2.6.1 is altered to allow for the elastic 
recovery of exfoliated graphite. Elastic recovery results in a reduction of the 
actual wedge angle, developing a new reduced wedge angle which depends 
on the level of elastic recovery of the material. The original Oxley model is 
modified to allow for the elastic recovery found in exfoliated packing rings. 
The modified Cam clay material model developed in this thesis to model
1.5 gjav?  exfoliated graphite is used to determine the effective wedge angle 
which occurs due to elastic recovery.

The forces on a hard wedge sliding over a softer material is described 
graphically in Figure 6.9. If there is no elastic recovery behind the wedge, 
the overall friction can be found by resolving the forces on the front face of 
the wedge:
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Figure 6.9: Forces on a hard rigid wedge shding over a softer material

r
( 6 . 1)

where /io is the intrinsic coefficient of friction of the interface, r  is the shear 
stress and p, is the pressure.

where /i is the coefficient of friction, Ft is the tangential friction force and 
is the normal friction force.

Exfoliated graphite displays elastoplastic behaviour. The elastic recov
ery of exfoliated graphite causes a reduction in the actual effective angle of 
the wedge. The effective wedge angle a* can be seen in Figure 6.10 and is 
determined as follows:

Ft
fi — —  =  tan{a + 9)

n
( 6 .2 )

fj, = tan{a +  atan[fio\) (6.3)

)tana] (6.4)
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Figure 6.10; Elastic recovery

First has to be calculated. If the elastic range of exfoliated graphite

was big enough to allow for com plete recovery behind the wedge [hg — ht), 

the elastic strain would be given by [87]:

We assume that the actual recovery will be proportional to the actual elastic 

range so that;

exfoliated graphite that is implemented in the modified Cam clay material. 

The elastic range of exfoliated graphite is determined from information in 

Figure 6.11. Suppose, we consolidate the graphite to a void ratio e under 

pressure p. W hen we release the pressure, it will swell by an amount Ae. 

This gives;

(6.5)

tana

he
Figure 6.11 details the idealised consolidation and swelling behaviour of

Ae =  —Kln{ — ) 
Po

(6.7)

We also have;

(1 +  Cq) — (1 +  e) — —\ l n {— ) (6 .8 )
Po

Dividing Equation 6.7 by Equation 6.8 gives;

Ae K
(6.9)

(1 +  cq) — (1 +  e) A
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Figure 6.11: Consolidation and swelling behaviour of exfoliated graphite



M ultiply both  sides by (1 +  cq) — (1 +  e), then  divide both  sides by (1 +  e):

Ae K l  +  eo, , ,
= (TT̂ ) = iKtT7> -

Therefore

At, l̂ +  eô  _ Kp l̂.773^
A*

The value of 1 +  eo =  1.773 is calculated from Figure 5.5, the pressure is set 

to  atm ospheric pressure and the resultant value of specific volume, (1+e) is 

calculated, which corresponds to a value of 1.773. The elastic recovery Sei is 

then determ ined from Equation 6.12.

=  y  (6.12)

6.3.6 Intrinsic coefficient o f friction

The modified Oxley model is used to  determ ine the initial intrinsic coefficient 

of friction /zq a t the wedge exfohated graphite packing interface. The wedge 

angle a  used in the equation is replaced by the effect i\^e wedge angle a* 

determ ined in Section 6.3.5. The intrinsic coefficient of friction for exfoliated 

graphite in air and argon is determ ined by inverting Equation 6.3. The 

calculated values for the intrinsic coefficient of friction for exfoliated graphite 

are shown in Table 6.1.

The predicted initial intrinsic coefficient of friction is plotted against the 

measured initial intrinsic coefficient of friction for each individual test, this 

gives a measure of the scatter w ithin the friction test results.

The plot of predicted intrinsic coefficient of friction vs. m easured coeffi

cient of friction can be seen in Figure 6.12. The initial intrinsic coefficient of 

friction is seen to  predict the results from the experim ental da ta  very closely. 

The d a ta  obtained from this analysis is to  be used as the input param eter 

for the coefficient of friction at the wedge packing interface in the FE  model 

of the wedge test rig.
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Table 6.1: Intrinsic coefficient of friction at the beginning of the test

R ing  D en sity  (g/cm^) G as /xo [Mean] /io [Std. dev]
1.4 Air 0.103835 0.024211

1.5 Air 0.101932 0.007564

1.5 Special Air 0.029577 0.015057

1.6 Air 0.107324 0.02475
1.4 Argon 0.124303 0.020089

1.5 Argon 0.153286 0.042702

1.5 Special Argon 0.024032 0.12565

Friction a t th e  beginning of th e  te s t
0.7

» Initial 
—  T re n d l in e

0.5

0.2

0.2 0.3
Measured |i

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Figure 6.12; Correlation of measured initial coefficient of friction with pre
dicted initial coefficient of friction
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6.3 .7  W edge test FE m odel

The increase in coefficient of friction seen in exfohated graphite packing rings 
during the course of a test cannot be attributed to the presence of argon (lack 
of oxygen) in the test head as the increase in coefficient of friction is seen to 
depend on wedge angle. It is hypothesised that the increase in coefficient of 
friction seen in exfoliated graphite packing rings during a wedge test results 
from the failure of the surface layer of the packing ring set inner diameter as it 
undergoes interaction with the steel wedge. It is not possible to determine the 
stresses and strains in the packing rings under the wedge using experimental 
analysis. Therefore FE analysis of the wedge test rig was undertaken in order 
to investigate this hypothesis.

The FE model of the wedge test rig is a 2D plane strain model of a wedge 
sliding against a block of material, the block represents the 3 packing rings 
in the wedge test. A schematic of the FE model can be seen in Figure 6.13. 
The block is confined in the 1 direction along its left and right hand sides. 
The block is confined along its base in the 2 direction. When the wedge is 
being indented into the block it is confined along its right hand side in the 
1 direction. FE analysis is carried out for all 4 wedge angles, these being 
4°, 5.88°, 8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles. Coulomb friction is defined at the 
interface of the wedge and the block. A coefficient of friction ^  =  0.15 is 
chosen, this corresponds to the initial intrinsic coefficient of friction for 1.5 
gjcrn? exfoliated graphite in argon.

FE analysis of the wedge test was carried out for the particular case 
of 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite exfoliated graphite packing rings in argon. 
FE analysis of the wedge test rig is carried out using the modified Cam 
clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard developed in this thesis for 1.5 
g/cm^ exfoliated graphite. FE analysis can only be carried out for 1.5 g/cm^ 
exfoliated graphite as it is the only density of exfoliated graphite that has 
been fully defined mathematically. The reason for carrying out FE analysis 
for the particular case of the wedge test in an argon rich environment is as 
follows, the experimental results for 1.5 gjcw? exfoliated graphite in argon
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Figure 6.13: 2D plane strain model of wedge test
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p

Figure 6.14: The evolution of the deviatoric stress towards failure based on 
the initial intrinsic coefficient of friction

show dramatic increases in coefficient of friction over the course of a test, 
whereas the increases in coefficient of friction in air are more gradual. FE 
analysis of exfoliated graphite packing rings in argon should produce the 
same distinct dramatic increases in coefficient which should allow for the 
validation of the hypothesis tha t the increase in coefficient of friction can be 
related to failure of the surface layer of the packing ring inner diameter. It 
was not possible to carry out the same analysis in air due to time constraints 
and is proposed as future work.

From theory it is known tha t a greater initial intrinsic coefficient of fric
tion should cause failure in the material faster according to the following 
reasoning. The initial intrinsic coefficient of friction in argon is greater than 
that in air. A higher initial coefficient of friction will result in a greater initial 
deviatoric stress. This behaviour is shown graphically in Figure 6.14.

Experimental tests carried on the wedge test rig were executed according 
to the following protocol, a constant force of 20 N was applied to the top of
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Spring section

Wedge section

Figure 6.15: 8.12° wedge partitioned to produce a spring loaded wedge

the wedge, the wedge was then stroked against the inner diameter of the 3 
packing rings for 201 strokes. The wedge is spring loaded so that a constant 
force is maintained on the wedge even if a build up (a wave) of material 
occurs ahead of the wedge. In order to simulate the spring part of the wedge 
in the FE model the wedge was partitioned into two sections. Separate linear 
elastic material properties were given to the two sections. The soft section 
of the wedge is a simulated spring which has a much lower modulus than the 
steel wedge. The partitioning of a 8.12° degree wedge can be seen in Figure 
6.15.

Convergence problems occurred when the wedge was indented into the 
block under load control conditions, therefore the model had to be run under 
displacement control conditions. Further convergence problems were encoun
tered in regards to the modified Cam clay material model itself. It was found 
that the FE model would not converge unless a pressure was applied to the 
top of the block. The top of the block is a free surface, i.e. there were no 
boundary conditions constraining this surface. If no pressure is applied to 
the top of the block plastic collapse was found occur on this free surface 
[86]. If the material has no strength in tension it also has no cohesion so as 
the wedge is stroked against the block the material behind the wedge will 
collapse. The principle of plastic collapse can be seen in Figure 6.16, once 
the slope (material behind the wedge) has failed the model will no longer 
converge. This occurs because the modified Cam clay material model has no 
strength in tension and hence no cohesive strength. Whereas, in fact exfoli-
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Wedge

Block

Start point

Figure 6.16: Failure of the material behind a wedge

ated graphite can have a tensile strength of up to 8 MPa [Carbon Lorraine, 
personal commimication May 2004].

A pressure of 20 MPa is applied to the top of the block during FE analysis 
to overcome this problem. This pressure value of 20 MPa apphed to the top 
of the block gives an artificial tension strength to the exfoliated graphite 
block of 6.7 MPa. The artificial tensile stress allows for convergence of the 
FE model to occur.

The modified Cam clay material model has been extended by Groen et 
al. [88] to allow the model to support tensile stresses. A comparison of 
the yield and failures surfaces of the modified Cam clay material model and 
the extended modified Cam clay material model which can support tensile 
stresses can be seen in Figure 6.17.

The yield surface of the modified Cam clay material model is changed to 
allow for strength in tension. The yield surface, f of the extended version of 
the modified Cam clay material model is defined as follows:
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Extended Mode! Standard Model

P

Figure 6.17: The yield and failure surfaces of the standard and extended 
modified Cam clay material models

f  — +  Pshi f t  — 2a) +  0^(1 — P^) ]  (6.13)

where P s h i / t  is a reference pressure to model cohesive behaviour and a is a 
measure of the current degree of overconsolidation. This extension of the 
modified Cam clay material model has been implemented in DIANA but not 
in ABAQUS/Standard. If the FE model of the wedge test rig were to be 
implemented properly the yield surface of the modified Cam clay material 
model in ABAQUS/Standard would need to be altered to the form shown in 
Equation 6.13.

The wedge has the same dimensions in the FE model as in the experi
mental test the block however is significantly larger than the three packing 
rings in the wedge test rig. The block was setup in this manner so that the 
reactions forces tha t occur at the boundaries of the block would not effect the 
stresses and strains at the wedge block interface as they are far field bound
ary conditions. This means tha t the 20 MPa applied to the top of the block 
in the FE model can be subtracted from the final results when determining 
the stresses at the wedge block interface.

The modified Cam clay material model is a non-linear elastoplastic ma-
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terial model and is therefore a computationally intensive material model to 
solve; when used in conjunction with contact friction the computational time 
required to solve the model increases significantly. The FE mesh comprises 
of CPE4R plane strain, reduced integration elements with hourglass con
trol. ABAQUS recommends the use of reduced integration elements with 
the Cam clay material model. It improves the convergence rate of the FE 
model. Hourglassing can be a problem with first-order, reduced-integration 
elements in stress/displacement analyses. Since the elements have only one 
integration point, it is possible for them to distort in such a way that the 
strains calculated at the integration point are all zero, which, in turn, leads 
to uncontrolled distortion of the mesh. CAX4R elements allow for the con
trol of hourglassing. Contact was defined by contact surfaces in ABAQUS. 
The steel wedge was defined as the master surface and the top of the block 
was defined as the slave surface.

The FE mesh was chosen as a compromise between accuracy and time 
to solution convergence. The mesh can be seen in Figure 6.18, with further 
detailed views of the mesh around and under the wedge in Figures 6.19 and 
6.20. The area of interest under the wedge, this has the much denser mesh 
than the rest of the block. In total there were 16,621 elements in the block 
with represents the 3 packing rings.

The FE model of the wedge test rig is implemented using the following 
load steps, initially a pressure of 20 MPa was applied to the top of the block, 
the wedge was then indented into the top of the block by 0.5 mm, after 
indentation the wedge was cycled back and forward against the top of the 
block 6 times. After 6 cycles the mesh under the wedge is seen to have 
undergone excessive distortion: a converged solution cannot be found after 
this point. The element distortion for a 8.12° wedge after 5 | cycles can be 
seen in Figures 6.21 and 6.22.

The failure of the modified Cam clay material is related to the changes in 
deviatoric stress, q and pressure stress, p. The modified Cam clay material 
model is said to have failed when the parameter ^ |  reaches a set value.
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Figure 6.18; FE mesh of wedge test rig

Zoom
box

Figure 6.19; Zoomed section of wedge test FE mesh
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Figure 6.20: Zoomed section of wedge test FE mesh detailing the element 
density at the wedge block interface
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Figure 6.21: Element distortion in surface layer of block after 6 cycles

Figure 6.22: Zoomed section of element distortion in surface layer of block 

after 6 cycles
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If the stress in the m aterial reaches this value of q the m aterial is expected 

to disintegrate/fail. The deviatoric stress and pressure stress is determined 

at the mid point of each half stroke in the FE model of the wedge test. A 

single stroke includes a backward and forward movement of the wedge across 

the top of the block. The pressure stress is ou tpu tted  directly from the FE 

model and the deviatoric stress is calculated using Equation 6.14, from the 

S l l ,  S22 and S33 stress ou tputs from the FE  model.

Q = -  ^ 3 )  ̂+  -  CTi)2 +  (̂CTI -  CT2)̂  (6.14)

6.3.8 FE w edge test results

Example results from FE analysis carried out on a 8.12° wedge are detailed 

below. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the pressure stress under the wedge after 

1^ strokes. Figures 6.25 and 6.26 shows the S l l  stresses under the wedge 

after 1^ strokes of the wedge. Figures 6.27, 6.28, 6.29 and 6.30 show the 

corresponding results for S22 and S33 stress under the wedge after 1^ wedge 

strokes.

As detailed in Section 6.3.7 an artificial pressure of 20 M Pa had to  be 

applied to  the top of the block to  give the exfoHated graphite block a tensile 

strength  which is needed to obtain a converged solution. This pressure is 

subtracted  from the FE  results for pressure and S22 w'hen calculating 7 7 . 

This can be done since the block is significantly large compared with the 

interaction area between the wedge and the block. The reaction forces at 

the boundaries of the block axe far field, i.e. they have little to no cffect 

on the pressure and stress th a t develop in the  block under the wedge. The 

result of stroke number versus r] is plotted to  determine how 77 evolves with 

stroke number. The trendlines for the evolution of 77 with stroke num ber are 

shown in Figure 6.31. The actual FE  d a ta  shows some scatter, the results 

are approxim ated by trendlines. As expected the slope of the stroke versus 

77 curve increases with increasing wedge angle.
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Figure 6.23: Pressure under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.24: Zoomed section of the pressure under a 8.12° wedge

6.4 W ear results

6.4.1 1.5 g/cm^  exfoliated  graphite

Wear tests on 1.5 gjcrn? exfoliated graphite were carried out using 5.88°, 
8.12° and 8.93° degree wedge angles. Results in air and argon can be seen in 
Figures 6.32 and 6.33 respectively. A definite dependence of wear on wedge 
angle can be seen in this data. The slope of the wear curves are used to 
determine the wear coefficient using Equation 6.15 of a particular packing 
material, given a specific wedge angle and environment.

6.4.2 Special 1.5 g/cm? exfoliated  graphite

Tests on Special 1.5 gjcw? exfoliated graphite were carried out using all four 
wedge angles. Sample test results for stroke number versus wear in microns 
can be seen in Figures 6.34 and 6.35. Tests were carried out in both air and 
argon. Wear results for special 1.5 g/cm? exfoliated graphite packing rings
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Figure 6.25: Stress, S ll  under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.26: Zoomed section of the stress, S ll  under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.27: Stress, S22 under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.28: Zoomed section of the stress, S22 under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.29: Stress, S33 under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.30: Zoomed section of the stress, S33 under a 8.12° wedge
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Figure 6.34: Stroke number versus wear for special 1.5 g/cw?  exfoliated 
graphite in air

exhibit significantly less wear than standard 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite 
packing rings. The dependence of wear on wedge angle is not as marked in 
special 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite packing rings compared with standard 
1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite packing rings.

6.4.3 Wccir coefficient, K for exfoliated  graphite

Data for the wear coefficient is calculated from individual wear test data. In 
the initial part of the test, most of the downward displacement of the wedge 
is due to densification of the exfoliated graphite packing rings, so only the 
final third of the test data is used to calculate the wear coefficient for each 
material type and atmosphere under investigation. Equation 2.11, detailed
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Figure 6.35: Stroke number versus wear for special 1.5 gfcm^ exfoliated 
graphite in argon
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in Section 2.6.3 is modified into a form which is apphcable to our particular 
apphcation. The volume, V is replaced by V = wd where w is the width of 
the wedge and d is the wear depth. The sliding distance, s can be replaced by 
s =  2ln, where 21 is the distance slid during one stroke (each stroke consists 
of 2 lengths) and n is the number of strokes.

This gives a modified version of Archard’s law as seen in Equation 6.15 
which will be used to determine the wear coefficient of valve packing rings.

K  =
wdl w gradient 

2 Fin 2 /  orce
(6.15)

where is the slope of the stroke v ’s wear curve obtained from the
wedge test.
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Figure 6.36: Wear coefficient, K for exfoliated graphite: in air
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Figure 6.37: Wear coefficient, K for exfoliated graphite: in argon

The wear coefficient, K for each of the densities of exfohated graphite 
against the corresponding wedge angle is shown in Figure 6.36 for air and 
Figure 6.37 for argon. The values of K are shown to be dependent not only 
on wedge angle but also on the atmosphere within the test head. K values 
in argon are much larger than those in air. The special 1.5 q/crv? displays 
much lower values of K in air and argon than any of the other exfoliated 
graphite packing ring types.

6.5 Sum m ary

The experimental methods and analysis techniques required to determine the 
influence of asperity slope on the friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated
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graphite packing rings are detailed in this chapter. Results from the wedge 
test rig are presented, these results show that the coefficient of friction in
creases with distance slid. The Oxley model (the model initially proposed 
for analysing the influence of asperity slope on the friction behaviour of ex
foliated graphite) cannot model this increase in coefficient of friction with 
distance slid as it is a rigid plastic model. It can however be used to deter
mine the initial intrinsic coefficient of friction of the interface of the wedge 
and the packing rings set once it has been modified to allow for elastic recov
ery of the exfoliated graphite packing rings. FE analysis of the wedge test 
rig is carried out to determine the stresses and strains in the packing ring 
set during a wedge test as they cannot be determined experimentally. These 
results are used to investigate the hypothesis tha t the increase in coefficient 
of friction occurs as a results of failure of the material under the wedge as it 
is slid back and forwards against the inner diameter of the packing ring set.
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Chapter 7

D iscussion

7.1 Introduction

The prim ary objective of this thesis was to further develop the scientific un

derstanding of compression packing ring behaviour in order to bring about 

improvements in valve packing installation and operation. The necessity for 

this scientific study was brought about due to  environmental concerns and 

legislative demands regarding fugitive emissions. The first objective of this 

thesis was the development of a non-linear elastoplastic FE  m aterial model 

of 1.5 gjcrr?  exfoliated graphite packing rings, which was brought about 

through an extensive programme of experimental testing. The experimental 

testing programme involved the testing of exfoliated graphite under confined 

compression and triaxial test conditions. The FE  m aterial model was vali

dated  by comparing experimental results from the confined compression test 

rig w ith FE  results from a sim ulation of the same test rig.

The second objective of this thesis was to  use the FE  m aterial model 

developed in the first part of this thesis to  investigate the  influence of loading, 

valve stem  friction, valve stem wear, and valve stem  cycling on the behaviour 

of a 1.5 glcTT? exfohated graphite packing ring set. The th ird  objective of 

this thesis was to  determine the influence of valve stem surface texture on the 

friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings. Practical
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engineering experience shows us that surface roughness plays an important 
role in the forces tha t develop between two rubbing surface. An analytical 
model of a single hard asperity sliding over a softer plastically deforming 

material developed by Oxley et al. [20] was proposed as a possible model 
with which to predict the influence of asperity angle on the fi:iction behaviour 
of exfoliated graphite.

Due to the lack of data available on the friction and wear behaviour of 
exfohated graphite a tribotest was developed to investigate the influence of 
asperity slope and atmosphere on the friction and wear behaviour of exfo
liated graphite packing rings. From experimental tests it was determined 
that the coefficient of friction of exfoliated graphite packing rings increases 
with stroke number. It was hypothesised that this increase in coefficient of 
friction was related to a failure of the surface layer of the packing ring set 
ID. A FE model of the wedge test rig was used to investigate this hypothesis 
as the stresses and strain in the packing ring set could not be determined 
experimentally.

This chapter discusses the limitations in the range of materials tested, 
the constitutive material model, the FE valve cycling model and the wedge 
test rig. The FE results for decay in radial stress against the stem and the 
valve stem cycling force are compared with previously developed analytical 
models to predict valve packing behaviour. The influence of asperity slope 
on the friction and wear of exfofiated graphite packing rings is discussed in 
light of experimental results and FE analysis. FE analysis of valve packing 
wear is used to determine the optimum radial sealing stress against the stem 
for maximum life of the packing rings set. Finally, the achievements of the 
thesis are detailed.
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7.2 Lim itations of the present study

7.2.1 R ange o f m aterials tested

There are a  vast range of packing ring m aterials used in industrial valve 

sealing applications. This thesis solely investigates the behaviour of exfoli

ated graphite packing rings. Exfoliated graphite packing rings were chosen 

because their mcchanical properties do not differ significantly from one m an

ufacturer to another. They are also one of the more homogeneous packing 

ring types and represent a good starting  point for developing experimental 

and m athem atical m ethods to  describe general compression packing behav

iour. There is still however, a vast range of packing rings m aterial types 

whose mechanical behaviour needs to  be characterised through a programme 

of mechanical testing and FE  analysis.

A wide variety of exfoliated graphite packing ring densities are use in prac

tice varying from 1.1 gjcrr? to 1.8 g jcm ? . In this thesis complete mechanical 

testing was only carried out for one density of exfoliated graphite this being 

1.5 g jcm ? . This particular density of exfoliated graphite was chosen because 

it the most widely used density in practice.

FE  analysis was carried out using a 1.5 gjcrn^ packing ring set which 

consisted of three 1.5 gjcw ?  exfohated graphite packing rings. Exfoliated 

graphite packing rings are used on their own in a packing ring set when 

the m edia pressures are less th an  100 bar and the valve clearances are less 

then 0.5 mm, but if the media pressure and the clearances are greater it is 

advisable to  use braided carbon yarn end rings or other means to protect the 

graphite rings against extrusion. Further research is required to develop FE 

models of braided carbon yarn packing rings, so th a t packing ring sets of this 

type can be investigated using the techniques developed in this thesis.
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7.2.2 C onstitutive FE material model

The modified Mohr Coulomb material model in DIANA was initially chosen 
as the best available FE material model and package with which to model 
exfohated graphite. DIANA has very advanced geotechnical material mod
els implemented in its code. However, convergence problems occurred while 
trying to model contact friction in DIANA. Contact friction has a significant 
effect on the behaviour of a compression packing set in a valve. Contact 
friction cannot be omitted from any FE model which is trying to predict 
the behaviour of compression packings rings in a valve. The best avail
able alternative had to be chosen, this was the modified Cam clay material 
model in ABAQUS/Standard. The modified Cam clay material model in 
ABAQUS/Standard is not as advanced as the modified Mohr Coulomb ma
terial model in DIANA, one particular shortfall of the modified Cam clay ma
terial model in ABAQUS/Standard is that it cannot support tensile stresses.

The modified Cam Clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard is used to 
simulate the wedge test rig. Convergence problems occurred when trying to 
model this test rig. Plastic collapse was found to occur on the free surface, 
which in this case is the top of the block (which represents the packing rings), 
unless a pressure was applied to this free surface. This occurred because the 
modified Cam clay material model in ABAQUS/Standard does not support 
tensile stresses. However, the tensile strength of graphite can be simulated 
in the model by applying an artificial hydrostatic pressure of approximately 
3 times the uniaxial tensile strength to the top of the block, thus allowing 
the FE model of the wedge test rig to converge. A better option would be 
to develop a material model in ABAQUS/Standard using the umat option 
[62] which allows the programmer to develop their own user defined material 
model. A umat could be developed to allow for the inclusion of tensile 
strength in the modified Cam clay material model which would mean that 
an artificial tensile strength would not have to be given to the block through 
the application of an external stress. This however would take a considerable 
amount of time to complete. Time constraints meant that it could not be
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considered in this project.

7.2.3 Valve cycling model

An FE model of three exfoliated graphite packing rings in a valve as described 
in Section 4.2.2 is implemented in ABAQUS/Standard to investigate the 
influence of loading, valve stem cycling, valve stem friction and wear on the 

behaviour of a 1.5 gjcvr? exfohated graphite packing ring set. The model 
however, does not account for effects of system pressure, temperature, and 
pressure cycles that would generally be experienced by a packing ring set in 
a valve. These variables are set by system design and they are known to 
have a significant influence on the behaviour of a packing ring set. These are 
variables which could be investigated in future research.

7.2.4 W edge test

The wedge test rig described in Section 6.2 was used to investigate the influ
ence of asperity angle and atmosphere on the friction and wear behaviour of 
compression packing rings. The friction behaviour of graphite is known to 
depend on the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere [51]. Tests were carried 
out in both air and argon (an inert gas) to investigate this phenomenon with 
regard to graphite packing rings. No actual measurements were taken of the 
oxygen levels within the test head. Therefore it is not possible to say with 
100% accuracy that there is no oxygen in the test head during any particular 
test carried out in argon. High purity grade argon was used during testing to 
minimise the introduction of impurities from the test gas itself. High purity 
grade argon has a minimum purity of 99.998% (i.e. less than 20 ppm of 0 2 )-

7.3 FE analysis o f a valve packing set

The FE material model developed and validated in the first part of this thesis 
is used to model a packing ring set which consists of three 1.5 gjerr? exfoliated
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graphite packing rings in a valve. The FE  model is detailed in Section 4.2.2. 

The model is subjected to  two separate loading conditions. The first loading 

condition mimics th a t of a standard  bolted valve. This is the most common 

m ethod of loading a valve packing set. Under displacement control conditions 

the top  of the  packing ring set is displaced by a fixed amount.

The second loading condition mimics th a t of a live loaded valve. A live 

loaded valve applies a near constant axial stress to the top of the packing 

ring set. The axial stress is applied through a set of Belleville washers as 

seen in Figure 2.2. The set of Belleville washers act as a spring applying a 

force to  the top of the packing ring set. The spring force in a hve loaded 

system  does however, change due to volume loss in the packing ring set. 

W hen the packing ring set experiences volume loss the springs will elongate, 

thus causing a reduction in applied axial stress. This change is minimal and 

can be assumed to be constant over 5 stem  cycles, the num ber of valve stem 

cycles implemented in the FE model. Packing m anufactures recommend the 

use of live loaded valves in critical applications. Live-loading provides nu

merous benefits, especially in systems with frequent pressure or tem perature 

changes or high-cycle applications. It compensates for pressure and tem per

atu re  changes and wear.

FE  analysis was used to  investigate the influence of loading and valve stem 

friction on the behaviour of an exfoliated graphite packing ring set. During 

the FE  analysis the following variables were investigated, applied axial stress, 

radial stress against the stem  and force required to  cycle the stem.

7.3.1 A pplied axial stress

A complete set of results for applied axial stress depending on loading condi

tions and valve stem  friction can be seen in Section 5.4.1. Figure 7.1 compares 

the applied axial stress a t the top  of seal 1 under load and displacement con

trol conditions when the coefficient of friction between the  packing ring set 

ID and the stem  is f i s t e m  =  0.15.

Under displacement control conditions the applied axial stress a t the top
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Figure 7.1: Stress a t the top of seal 1 for fj-stem =  0.15 under displacement 

load control conditions

of seal 1 is seen to  decrease significantly after one valve stem cycle, the applied 

axial stress a t the  top of seal 1 is also seen to fluctuate significantly when the 

valve stem  is cycled. These fluctuations are seen to  increase as the coefficient 

of friction between the packing ring inner diam eter and the stem is increased. 

This occurs due to  a phenomenon called stress shakedown.

Under load control conditions the applied axial stress a t the top of seal 1 

is held relatively constant. The stress a t the top of seal 1 is seen to fluctuate 

slightly as the valve stem is cycled. These fluctuations are more pronounced 

when the valve stem friction is increased.

7.3.2 R adial sealing stress

Contact friction at the packing ring set stuffing box interface resists the 

transfer of apphed axial stress through a  packing ring set. This results in a 

decay in radial sealing stress against the stem  and housing along the length 

of the packing ring set. The decay in radial stress against the stem  has a 

complicated interdependence on applied axial stress, axial deform ation of the 

packing ring set and A'^od, the radial stress transfer coefficient. Through FE 

analysis it is possible to  determ ine the decay in radial stress against the stem 

under a specific set of operating conditions.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of radial stress against the stem  on initial com

pression and after 5 stem  strokes under conditions of displacement and load 

control

Figure 7.2 compares the radial stress against the stem under displace

ment and load control conditions where the coefficient of friction between 

the packing ring set ID and the stem is ^ i s t e m  —  0.15. Under displacement 

control conditions the stress against the stem is seen to deteriorate after 5 

valve stem cycles. Under load control conditions however, the radial stress 

d istribution against the stem is seen to improve after 5 valve stem  cycles giv

ing better sealing and less leakage from the valve stem. This phenomenon is 

called stress shakedown, whereby the initial radial stress distribution against 

the stem  develops into a new stress distribution after a series of valve stem 

cycles.

These results dem onstrates the benefit of live loaded valves over stan

dard bolted valves. A valve packing set under load control conditions has 

an improved distribution of radial sealing stress against the valve stem  af

ter it has been cycled,resulting in a  lower leak rate  from the valve. Under 

displacement control conditions the radial stress against the stem is seen to 

deteriorate after the valve stem  is cycled increasing the risk of leakage and 

failure of the valve packing set. No experimental test has been developed 

to  date to  accurately determ ine the decay in radial stress against the stem
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for a complete packing ring set. The FE  m ethod developed in this thesis 

represents a significant step forward in analysing valve packing behaviour.

7.3.3 Force to  cycle stem

The prim ary function of a valve is to  control the flow of a fluid in a system. 

In order to  control the flow it is essential th a t the  valve can be satisfactorily 

opened and closed when required. Valves can either be actuated mechanically 

or by hand. It is critical th a t the power required to operate a valve does 

not exceed the capabilities of the actuator or the operator in a particular 

application.

The force required to cycle the stem  will vary depending on the radial 

stress against the stem and the coefficient of friction between the packing 

ring set inner diam eter and the stem. A comparison between a valve under 

displacement control conditions and a valve under load control conditions, 

for a coefficient of friction of f i s t e m  —  0.15, is shown in Figure 7.3. The 

radial stress against the stem under load control conditions is greater than  

the radial stress against the stem  under displacement control conditions after 

the valve stem  has been cycled, therefore it stands to reason th a t the force 

required to  cycle the stem  under load control conditions will be greater than  

th a t under displacement control conditions.

7.4 C om parison w ith  analytical solutions

7.4.1 D ecay in radial stress against the stem

The analytical models which describe the radial stress against the stem  devel

oped by Denny &: Turnbull [9] and Salter [11] are compared with FE  results 

for valve packing sets under the same operational conditions. The analytical 

models developed by Denny &: Turnbull and Salter are detailed in Equations

2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The analytical models assume th a t packing ring 

behaviour is elastic over the loading range.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the force required to cycle the stem under dis
placement and load control conditions

The analytical equations demand the input of an applied ajxial stress, un
der displacement control conditions the applied axial stress is seen to change 
after the valve stem is cycled. The applied axial stress also shows significant 
fluctuations as the valve stem is opened and closed, this behaviour can be 
seen in Figure 7.1. If the analytical models were to be compared with the 
case of the FE model under displacement control conditions the analytical 
solutions would have to be recalculated after the valve stem is initially cycled 
and for each case of opening and closing the valve stem. Therefore only the 
case of the FE model under load control conditions is compared with the 
analytical models to determine the decay in radial stress against the stem. 
On initial compression the FE results are compared with the two analytical 
models which aim to predict the radial stress against the stem, the result of 
this comparison can be seen in Figure 7.4. The FE model predicts 10-15% 
greater radial stresses against the stem than the analytical models.

After 5 cycles the FE data is again plotted against the results from the 
analytical models as seen in Figure 7.5. The FE results are seen to deviate 
significantly from the analytical solutions. This deviation occurs as a result 
of stress shakedown. The analytical models cannot model stress shakedown, 
thus the analytical models developed previously by Denny &: Turnbull [9]
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Figure 7.4: Stress against the stem on initial compression, comparing FE 
data with analytical models

and Salter [11] are not capable of modelling the radial stress behaviour of 
an exfoliated graphite packing ring set once the valve stem is cycled. This 
demonstrates the applicability and usefulness of FE analysis in analysing the 
stresses in a valve packing set, and the inadequacies of the analytical models.

7.4.2 Force required to  cycle stem

The force required to cycle a valve stem was analysed by Thomson in 1958 
[29]. Equation 2.3 was developed by Thomson by means of an integration 
of the axial force over the packing length resulting in an exponential decay 
in the axial stress from the gland follower to the stuffing box bottom due 
to friction. A second integration leads to the frictional stem force. In both 
assumptions it is assumed tha t the coefficient of friction does depend on axial 
stress. Klenk [12] proved experimentally that this is incorrect.

Klenk devised a new empirical formula, (Equation 2.5) to predict the fric
tional stem force and verified the fornmla by means of extensive experimental 
testing on a variety of packing ring material types of different lengths. The
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Figure 7.5: Stress against the stem after 5 cycles, comparing FE  d a ta  with 

analytical models

formula developed by Klenk was compared with FE  results using the model 

seen in Figure 4.8 with a coefficient of friction U s te m  =  0.15. Results of this 
analysis can be seen in Figure 7.6. FE  results are for the case of load control 

conditions because the stress a t the top of seal 1, a s  is not constant after 

the valve stem is cycled and it fluctuates when the valve stem  is opened and 

closed.

The FE  results are seen to m atch the empirical formula derived by Klenk 

for the force required to cycle the valve stem  under a  given set of operational 

conditions. The FE model predicts a 2.8 % lower force to move the stem 

than  the empirical fornmla developed by Klenk, th is difference is minimal. 

Klenk proved experimentally th a t this equation is vahd for a wide range of 

m aterials of different lengths, thus validating the FE  m aterial model. The 

formula derived by Klenk is only true for valve packing sets under displace

ment control conditions if the applied axial stress ctb is changed depending 

on whether or not the valve is being opened or closed.
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7.5 Compression packing friction

A series of experiments were carried out to determine the influence of as
perity surface slope and atmosphere on the friction and wear behaviour of 
compression packing rings. The test rig is described in Section 6.2. Four 
different wedge angles were used in the experimental program, these being 
4°, 5.88°, 8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles. These represent the range of average 
asperity slope seen on standard valve stems. The average asperity slope of a 
particular valve stem depends on the manufacturing process used to prepare 
the valve (i.e. turning, grinding and/or polishing).

The experimental wedge test results for 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite 
are showm in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for air and argon respectively. From these 
figures it can be seen that an increase in coefficient of friction occurs with 
increasing stroke number. This increase in coefficient of friction with stroke 
number is significantly more pronounced in argon.

Initially it was hypothesised that the increases seen in coefficient of fric
tion in exfoliated graphite packing rings seen in tests carried out in argon 
resulted from the presence of oxygen in the test head at the beginning of the 
test. It was hypothesised that there was still enough oxygen present in the 
test head to have a positive influence on the frictional behaviour at the wedge 
valve packing interface. As the test progresses and as argon is continuously 
fed through the system the level of oxygen within the test head decreases 
and the friction at the packing valve interface deteriorates. This however did 
not explain the fact that increases in coefficient of friction are seen in both 
air and argon. Though the increases in air are not as dramatic as those seen 
in argon. This hypothesis does not explain the fact tha t experimental test 
results show that increases in coefficient of friction are seen to depend on 
wedge angle.

Therefore a second hypothesis was made that states that the dramatic 
increases seen in the coefficient of friction of exfoliated graphite packing rings 
can be attributed to a failure of the surface layer of the compression packing 
rings. The more dramatic increases in coefficient of friction seen in argon
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can be explained by the fact that the initial values of intrinsic coefficient 
of friction are greater in argon than in air. The greater the value of the 
initial intrinsic coefficient, the sooner failure of the surface will occur. A 
higher initial intrinsic coefficient of friction will lead to greater deviatoric 
stresses within the packing ring set and hence failure of the surface layer of 
the packing ring set ID will occur sooner as the wedge is stroked against the 
ID of the packing ring set.

An interesting result was observed in wedge tests carried out on a special 
1.5 gjcvr? exfoliated graphite packing ring. This special exfoliated graphite 
packing ring has a secondary substance included in the packing ring which 
can not be detailed in this thesis due to a company confidentiality agreement. 
Tests on this material gave much lower coefficient of friction values compared 
with standard 1.5 g ja r?  exfoliated graphite packing rings. This means that 
the inclusion of an additive which aids lubrication at the packing ring in
ner diameter will result in reductions in the friction and wear behaviour of 
packing ring sets.

7.5 .1  In trinsic  coefficien t o f friction

Initially it was proposed that a model developed by Oxley et al. [20] would 
be used to model the influence of asperity angle on the friction behaviour of 
exfoliated graphite packing rings. Experimental tests showed that the coeffi
cient of friction of exfohated graphite increases with stroke number. Equation 
2.10 developed by Prof. Oxley et al. [20] does not allow for the prediction 
of this increase in coefficient of friction with stroke number. The equation 
does, however, allow for the prediction of the initial intrinsic coefficient of 
friction of the interface of the wedge and the exfoliated graphite packing ring 
set based on wedge angle and atmosphere. This equation decouples the effect 
of asperity slope from the intrinsic coefficient of friction of the interface. The 
original model described in Equation 2.10 was modified to allow for the elas
tic recovery of exfoliated graphite. The elastic recovery of exfoliated graphite 
causes a reduction in the actual wedge angle leading to a new effective wedge
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angle, this analysis is detailed in Section 6.3.5. This modification of the Ox- 
ley model allows for increased accuracy in the calculated results of initial 
intrinsic coefficient of friction.

The values of the intrinsic coefficient of friction are calculated for the be
ginning of the test and can be seen in Table 6.1. The intrinsic coefficient of 
friction is calculated for each individual test material in both air and argon. 
Figure 6.12 illustrates that there is a good correlation between the exper
imental results for initial intrinsic coefficient of friction and the predicted 
intrinsic coefficient of friction values obtained from Equation 2.10.

7.5.2 FE analysis o f w edge test

In investigating the increases seen in coefficient of friction in experimental 
tests on exfoliated graphite packing rings it was hypothesised tha t the dra
matic increases in the coefficient of friction resulted from failure of the surface 
layer of the packing ring set. It is believed that the observed increases in co
efficient of friction result from the stresses in the material under the wedge 
reaching the critical state, which is the failure criterion of the modified Cam 
clay material model. Critical state is reached when the critical state line 
defined by r/ =   ̂ lies exactly on the top of the ellipse which defines the yield 
surface of the modified Cam clay material model. The critical state line in 
p-q space is the line that connects the tops of the elhpses of different sizes. 
The wedge test rig records the forces on the wedge and the displacement of 
the wedge into the packing rings during a test. This data is used to deter
mine the coefficient of friction and wear coefficient of a particular packing 
material in a given environment.

However, the stresses and strains in the packing rings cannot be mea
sured experimentally. Therefore this hypothesis could only be investigated 
using the FE method. FE analysis of the wedge test rig was carried out 
for all four wedge angles in argon. FE analysis of the wedge test was only 
carried out for the case of an exfoliated graphite packing ring set in argon 
due to time constraints, also the increases in coefficient of friction are more
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pronounced in argon and therefore results from FE analysis should give sig
nificant differences between different wedge angles allowing for validation of 
this hypothesis. The trendlines for the evolution of 77 with stroke number are 
shown in Figure 6.31. As expected the slope of the stroke number versus 77 

curve increases with wedge angle.
Experimental results for coefficient of friction of 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated 

graphite packing rings in argon show tha t after a specific immber of strokes 
the coefficient of friction is seen to increase significantly. The point at which 
this significant increase occurs varies depending on the angle of the wedge as 
seen in Figure 7.7.

The value for rj for each of the wedge angles at the corresponding stroke 
number is calculated from the data in Figure 6.31. It was found that the 
point at which the dramatic increases in coefficient of friction occurs for each 
of the wedge angles corresponds to a unique value of r/ =  0.75. This is the 
value of 77 inputted into the modified Cam clay material model to predict 
the failure of the material, r] =  A/ in the in the modified Cam clay material 
model when the material has reached the critical state.

Table 7.1 details the wedge angle and corresponding stroke number at 
which a dramatic increase in coefficient of friction will be seen for tests carried 
out on 1.5 gjcrn? exfoliated graphite in argon. The results seen in Table 7.1 
show that an average asperity angle of 4° will lead to a significantly longer 
life for the packing ring set than an average asperity angle of 5.88° or higher. 
A 4° average asperity angle will allow for 43.3 x 10® times as many strokes of 
the valve stem than a 5.88° average asperity angled valve stem. This suggests 
that the surface finish of a valve stem may have a large effect on the life of 
a packing ring set. One fact that has not been considered in this analysis is 
what will occur at the interface of a real stem and packing ring set where 
the packing ring material will be in contact with the front and back faces of 
the asperities on the stem. Packing ring material in contact with the back 
face of the asperity will result in forces being applied to the back face of the 
asperity. This will result in variations in the measured forces on the asperity
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Figure 7.7: Stroke number at which dramatic increase in coefficient of friction 
for 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite is seen
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Table 7.1: Strokes until r/ reaches 0.75 for 1.5 g/cm^ exfohated graphite with 
an intrinsic coefficient of friction oi n = 0.15

Wedge angle Stroke number r]
4.00 6500 X 10® 0.75
5.88 150 0.75
8.12 90 0.75
8.93 50 0.75

and hence the coefficient of friction at the real stem packing set interface. 
It is not known how large these effects would be. This fact has not been 
considered in this thesis but is proposed as future work.

When determining the average asperity slope of an actual stem the band
width over which you measure the average slope has to be considered. The 
bandwidth is the distance along a length of a surface over which the sur
face chosen surface characteristic is investigated. The choice of bandwidth is 
known to effect the measured surface profile parameter. The surface para
meter investigated in this thesis is the average surface slope. The influence 
of bandwidth on the average asperity slope of a valve stem was investigated 
using a computer software package called FAST [89]. FAST allows for the 
influence of bandwidth on the average asperity slope of a pai'ticular profile 
to be investigated.

The influence of bandwidth on the average asperity angle of a steel surface 
given 5 different surface preparations were investigated, these being;

• Roughly ground

• Ground and lightly polished

• Ground and highly polished

• Ground and diamond polished
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Figure 7.8: Change in average asperity slope with bandwidth

• Roughly Turned

The surface profiles used during this analysis were 10 cm in length. The 
actual length of a valve stem could be multiple times longer than this 10 cm 
profile tested. Figure ?? details the difference in average surface slope with 
bandwidth for all five surface profiles.

Even though the significant bandwidth for an entire valve stem has not 
been determined significant conclusions can be taken from these results. 
Prom Figure ?? it can be concluded tha t the average surface slope of a 
roughly turned has a greater average surface slope than a roughly ground sur
face. The average surface slope of a turned surface does not exceed 13.5° over 
the bandwidth tested where the average surface slope of a roughly ground 
surface does not exceed 11.5°. A ground and lightly polished surface has a 
lower average surface slope and a ground and highly polished surface has an
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even lower average surface slope. In these specimens tested a ground and 

lightly polished surface has an average surface slope th a t does not exceed 

9.5° whereas a  ground and diam ond polished surface has an average asperity 

slope which does not exceed 0.45°. Further tests should be carried out to 

find the  significant bandw idth of an entire stem.

7.6 Packing ring wear

Wear analysis allows for the understanding and prediction of volume loss 

from a packing ring set. Wear of a packing ring set will cause a reduction in 

radial stress against the stuffing box and hence an increase in leakage from 

the valve. Wear is quantified by the wear coefficient, K which is calculated 

using Equation 6.15. results from experimental testing show th a t wear of 

exfoliated graphite packing rings is seen to  increase significantly with wedge 

angle. Values for the wear coefficient are an order of m agnitude greater for 

tests carried out in argon thus dem onstrating the influence th a t atm osphere 

has on the wear of an exfoliated graphite packing ring set. The special 

1.5 gjcrv? exfoliated graphite packing ring shows significantly lower wear 

rates than  standard  exfoliated graphite packing rings. This dem onstrates 

the ability of additives which aid lubrication a t the packing stem  interface 

to reduce wear of the packing ring set.

In a wedge test a process of compaction occurs under the wedge initially. 

After this process of compaction stabilises, a process of steady sta te  wear 

can be assumed to  be occurring under the wedge. This is why only the final 

th ird  of the test da ta  is used to  calculate the  wear coefficient.

It is intuitive th a t an increase in coefficient of friction should result in 

an increase in wear. The results for exfoliated graphite packing rings are 

investigated. The predicted average coefficient of friction yu, is p lotted against 

the wear coefficient, K in air and in argon. The results of this analysis are 

shown in Figure 7.9.

From Figure 7.9 it can be seen th a t an increase in the friction coefficient
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will cause an exponential increase in the wear coefficient of exfoliated graphite 
packing rings. This demonstrates the need to minimise the coefficient of 
friction so tha t excessive wear of a packing ring set does not occur.

The tribological analysis carried out for this thesis focused mainly on 
developing a better understanding of the friction behaviour of exfoliated 
graphite packing rings. More work needs to be carried out on the wear 
data to produce a proper predictive model of its behaviour. The wear that 
was measured in the wedge test is also only indicative of what would happen 
in a real valve. Wear is a complicated process, of which only wear loss was 
measured. In a real valve the wear particles will be trapped and the total 
wear of the system will depend on how they are trapped and on how they 
escape from the system.

7.7 Valve design rules

It is critically important that a packing ring set it clamped with the optimum 
applied axial stress for a given application. The optimum apphed axial stress 
is a compromise between maximum allowable leakage, minimum wear of the 
packing ring set and optimum valve cycling force. If an excessive axial stress 
is applied to the packing ring set the force required to cycle the stem may 
exceed the power of the actuator and it will become impossible to cycle the 
valve stem. If the applied axial stress is too great excessive wear of the 
packing rings set will occur. On the other hand the greater the applied axial 
stress the lower the leakage from the valve. The most desirable situation is 
one where the applied axial stress in optimised in terms of leakage, wear and 
the force required to cycle the valve stem.

Wear of a packing ring set was simulated using FE analysis. A model of 
three 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite packing rings in a stuffing box (as seen 
in Figure 4.8) was used to carry out wear analysis. A fixed displacement was 
applied to the top of seal 1 and the valve stem was cycled 5 times. The analy
sis was only carried out under displacement control conditions because if the
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model was implemented under load control conditions it would compensate 
for the wear that was occurring at the packing ring set inner diameter and 
maintain a constant load on the packing ring set. This would result in no 
reduction of radial stress against the stem. Following this initial simulation 
the valve stem was moved away from the packing ring set stem interface 
to simulate wear of the packing ring set inner diameter. The radial stress 
against the stem was recorded as the stem was moved away from the packing 
ring set.

The decay in radial stress against the stem was plotted as a function of 
Wc and Sc, where

H’c -  J  (7.1)

in which h is the wear depth and t is the packing ring thickness and

Sc = ^  (7.2)

where S'i+i is the average radial stress against the stem along a packing ring
set of length 1 and Si is the average radial stress against the stem along
a packing ring set of length 1 under conditions of no wear. The analysis 
generates a graph of Wc against Sc defined by Equation 7.3.

=  e -2 3 3 -9 4 H /c  ( 7  3 )

Equation 7.3 is modified to obtain Equation 7.4.

5 ,  =  e -^ 3 3 .9 4 f  ( 7 4 )

Assuming that Archard’s equation applies, the wear depth, h after n 
cycles can be found as follows.

hn =  KS„Z  (7.5)

where K is the wear coefficient, Sn is the stress after n cycles and Z is the 
distance slid.
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All these variables can be included in Equation 7.3 to  obtain a modi

fied version of this equation which is dependent on the wear coefficient and 

distance slide. This result is seen in Equation 7.6.

(7.6)

This formula can be used to  determine what distance the valve stem 

would need to slide for the stress to  fall to  a critical value. Equation 7.4 can 

be generalised into a form seen in Equation 7.7.

5  =  Soe-^^  (7.7)

K S ^  K S o e -^T  (7.8)
dz

If we allow the relative stress to  fall to  Sc-, then

and

he = - | / n ( 5 e )  (7.10)

The sliding distance to achieve this result is given by

(7.11)

Equation 7.11 can be used to determine the distance th a t the valve stem 

would have to travel in order for the stress against the stem  to fall to a 

critical value a t which the leak rate  would exceed the meiximum allowable 

value.
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7.7.1 O ptim um  in itial radial stress

To calculate the optimum initial average radial sealing stress to get maximum 
life from the packing ring set, we define the stroke length of the valve as L, 
and the radial stress against the stem required to prevent leakage as Si. Prom 
Equation 7.11 the number of cycles until leakage will occur can be calculated.

Differentiating Equation 7.12 and setting it equal to zero gives the opti
mum initial pressure:

^  ^  ^
dSo KBL^ 5  ̂ SI'  ̂ ’

Si = 2So (7.14)

Equation 7.13 reduces to Equation 7.14. This equation states that the 
optimum initial average radial sealing stress should be twice the radial sealing 
stress which causes the maximum allowable leakage. EPRI [26] found that 
the optimum applied axial stress from experimental tests was found to be 
1.75 X applied axial stress. Prom the analysis in this section to determine the 
optimum radial stress it is determined that the optimum applied axial stress 
is approximately 2.67 times the initial stress, which is significantly greater 
than that determined experimentally by EPRI. There is however no data 
available from the EPRI report on how many time they retightened the bolts 
during testing. The PE analysis carried out in this thesis did not consider the 
case where the bolts were retightened to overcome the reduction in applied 
axial stress that occurs after the valve stem is cycled when the packing ring 
set is under displacement control conditions.
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7.8 A chievem ents o f th is study

This study is the first to  develop a non-linear elastoplastic FE model of 1.5 

gjcm ?  exfoliated graphite packing rings, which is implemented in a com

mercial FE  package. This was realised through a extensive program me of 

experim ental testing and FE  model validation. Developing and vahdating 

this FE  model took some tim e and is pu t forward as a m ajor achievement of 

this research.

This FE  m aterial model was then used to investigate the influence of 

loading, valve stem  cychng, valve stem friction and wear on the behaviour 

of an exfohated graphite packing ring set. The benefits of hve loaded valves 

over standard  bolted valves was dem onstrated using FE  analysis. Previously 

developed analytical models used to  predict the behaviour of compression 

packing rings in a valve were compared with FE analysis results. It was 

found th a t FE  analysis is vastly superior to analytical analysis in predicting 

the behaviour of compression packing rings in a valve.

As part of this study a new novel test rig was developed which can be 

used to  predict the influence of valve stem surface tex ture and atm osphere 

on the friction and wear behaviour of exfoliated graphite packing rings. The 

coefficient of friction at the stem  packing interface was found to  increase 

with stroke num ber even in an oxygen rich environment. It was only possible 

through the use of FE analysis to investigate the rise in coefficient of friction 

with increasing stroke number. The non-linear elastoplastic FE  model devel

oped in the first part of this thesis was used to investigate this phenomenon. 

It was found th a t FE  analysis could be used to predict the increase in coef

ficient of friction with increasing stroke number seen in exfoliated graphite 

packing rings because it occurred as a results of failure of the surface layer 

of the packing ring set asperity interface. This tool is used to  determ ine the 

optimum surface finish of the stem to  give maximum life from the packing 

ring set.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 M ain conclusions

A non-linear elastoplastic FE material model to predict the behaviour of 
exfoliated graphite was presented in this thesis. This material model was 
used to predict the response of exfoliated graphite packing rings to stress, 
friction and wear. The following points are the main conclusions of this 
study:

• Under displacement control conditions the radial sealing stress against 
the stem is seen to deteriorate after the valve stem is cycled. Under load 
control condition the opposite is seen to be true. Thus demonstrating 
the benefits of live loaded valves over standard bolted valves.

• Analytical models are not capable of modelling the phenomenon of 
stress shakedown that occurs in the valve packing set after the valve 
stem is cycled.

• FE analysis is able to determine the behaviour of exfoliated graphite 
packing rings in a valve much more accurately than analytical models.

• FE analysis is an important tool in analysing the behaviour of valve 
packing rings due to their non-Unear elasto-plastic behaviour. FE
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analysis allows for the accurate prediction of the packing ring set’s 
response to applied axial stress, valve stem cycling and friction at the 
valve stuffing box packing ring set interface.

• Standard exfoliated graphite packing rings show an increase in coeffi
cient of friction with wedge angle in air. The coefficient of friction is 
seen to increase gradually with stroke number.

• In argon the coefficient of friction for standard exfoliated graphite pack
ing rings is seen to increase significantly with stroke number.

• A modified version of a model developed by Prof Oxley et al. [20] 
was used to predict the initial intrinsic coefficient of friction based on 
surface roughness.

• Standard exfoliated graphite packing rings exhibit an increase in co
efficient of friction with time. This phenomenon cannot be predicted 
using this model.

•  A FE model of the friction test rig was set up to investigate the stresses 
in the packing rings under the wedge.

• The increase in friction coefficient seen in standard exfoliated graphite 
packing rings with stroke number is a result of failure of the surface 
layer of the packing ring under the wedge.

• A valve stem with an average asperity slope of 4° will prolong the life of 
a valve packing set significantly compared with a 5.88° average asperity 
angled valve stem or higher.

• A ground and polished valve stem will give an average asperity angle on 
the valve stem of approximately 4°. This surface finish is recommended 
to allow for the optimum friction and wear response in the packing ring 
set from the valve.
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• An increase in the coefficient of friction leads to an exponential increase 
in the wear coefficient.

• The optimum initial applied radial stress against the stem should be 
twice the radial stress that gives the maximum allowable leakage.

8.2 Future work

The following recommendations are made for future work on the subject of 
this thesis:

•  System pressure, temperature and pressure cycle effects should be in
cluded in the FE valve cycling model.

• FE analysis should be used to determine the optimum applied axial 
stress in a given application.

• Detailed experimental testing should be carried out to characterise 
other packing material types. The experimental data should then be 
used to develop FE material models of these packing material types.

• FE analysis of the wedge test rig for 1.5 g/cm^ exfoliated graphite in 
air should be carried out to determine the number of strokes until the 
surface layer of the packing rings fail.

• Experimental testing of the frictional properties of a complete stem 
given a set average asperity slope to determine how the theory in this 
thesis of a single asperity sliding against an exfoliated graphite packing 
ring set applies to a real valve and packing ring set.
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A ppendix A  

Com pression test results

A .l  1.3 glcrv? exfoliated  graphite

The results th a t follows are for 1.3 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite. The tests 

involved subjecting one 1.3 gjcvr? exfoliated graphite packing ring to  two 

loading cycles

The radial stress response described by K[-] on initial compression is seen 

in Figure A .2. On reloading the radial stress response K[-] can be seen in 

Figure A.3.

A .2 1.8 g/cm^ exfoliated  graphite

The results for 1.8 gjcrn? exfoliated graphite are detailed below in Figures 

A.4, A .5 and A.6.

1.8 g/cTr? exfoliated graphite compresses the least of all the exfoliated 

graphite ring types tested. This is to be expected as 1.8 g ja v ?  exfoliated 

graphite has the highest initial density of all the rings types tested. K[-] 

is non-hnear on initial compression and on second compression. 1.8 gjcrr? 

exfoliated graphite is not as efficient at transferring axial stress into radial 

sealing stress as are 1.3 g/crT? and 1.5 g/crr?  exfoliated graphite packing 

rings.
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Figure A .l: Compression of one 1.3 g/cvn? exfoliated graphite packing ring
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Figure A .2: K[-] for the initial compression of one 1.3 g jc m ?  exfoliated 

graphite packing ring
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Figure A.3; K[-] for the second loading cycle of one 1.3 g jc m ?  exfoliated 

graphite packing ring
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Figure A.4: Compression of one 1.8 g/crm ?  exfoliated graphite packing ring
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A ppendix B

Triaxiai test results

This appendix details the raw data obtained from each of the 6 triaxiai tests 
carried out for this thesis. Details of each of the test specimens and the test 
parameters are described in Table B. The second test is a multistage test. 
Multistage tests are used widely in rock testing. The test involves changing 
the plane of failure of the material by increasing the hydrostatic pressure 
when the peak stress has been reached.
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Table B.l; Triaxial test initial parameters

Test No Cell P ressu re  [MPA] D ensity [g/cm^] H eight [mm] D iam eter [mm] W eight [g]
1 1 1.566 66.54 38.01 120.869
2 Multistage [1, 5, 10, 20, 30] 1.355 66.65 38.01 103.2334
3 5 1.59 66.55 38.01 119.8729
4 10 1.614 66.40 38.01 122.2529
5 20 1.628 67.50 38.01 125.1328
6 30 1.393 65.5 38.01 105.2037
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Figure B.l: Triaxial test results for triaxial test 1 (See Table B)
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Figure B.3: Triaxial test results for triaxial test 3 (See Table B)
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Figure B.4: Triaxial test results for triaxial test 4 (See Table B)
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A ppendix C

Exfoliated graphite friction and 
wear results

C .l  Friction results

C .l . l  1.4 gjcrr? exfoliated  graphite

Tests were carried out using all 4 wedge angles. Results for the coefficient 
of friction of 1.4 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite in air and argon can be seen in 
Figures C.l and C.2 respectively.

Figures C .l and C.2 both demonstrate the dependence of the coefficient 
of friction on wedge angle. The coefficient of friction is seen to increase with 
increasing wedge angle. As expected the coefficient of friction for a 4° wedge 
has the lowest coefficient of friction and the highest coefficient of friction can 
be seen for the 8.93° wedge angle.

In air the coefficient of friction is seen to increase over the course of a test. 
In argon, the situation is significantly different. The results for a 4° wedge in 
argon show little variation over the course of the test. Whereas the results 
for 5.88°, 8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles in argon show a marked increase in 
coefficient of friction as the test progresses.
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1.4 g/cm^ Exfoliated Graphite (in Air)

•  4.00°
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Figure C.l: Test data for 1.4 gjcvr?  exfoliated graphite in air
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Figure C.2: Test data for 1.4 g/cm ^  exfoliated graphite in argon
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1.6 g/cm ^ Exfoliated G raphite  (in Air)

C  0.4 
0}

— ^ ^

80 100 120 
Stroke number

Figure C.3: Test da ta  for 1.6 gjcrr?  exfoliated graphite in air

C.1.2 1.6 gjcrr? exfoliated  graphite

Test d a ta  for 1.6 q ja r?  exfohated graphite is shown in Figures C.3 and C.4.

The results for 1.6 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite in air show a slight difference 

in coefficient of friction with wedge angle. The results for the tests carried out 

in argon show a marked increase with tim e and wedge angle.

C.2 Wear results

C .2.1 1.4 gjcvr? exfoliated  graphite

Wear results were obtained for all 4 wedge angles. A sample of the results 

can be seen in Figures C.5 and C.6, tests were carried out both  air and argon 

respectively.

In Figure C.5 the wear d a ta  is shown for 1.4 gjcrr? in air. The slope of 

the wear curve is seen to increase with wedge angle. The actual numerical
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Figure C.4: Test d a ta  for 1.6 g/cw ?  exfoliated graphite in argon
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Figure C.5; Time versus wear for 1.4 g/cm ?  exfoliated graphite in air
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1.4 g/cm^ Exfoliated G raphite  (in Argon)
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Figure C.6: Time versus wear for 1.4 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite in argon

values of wear are not as im portant as the slope of the tim e vs. wear curve. 

The numerical values are simply dependent on whether or not the LVDT was 

zeroed prior to  the s ta rt of the test.

In argon the wear results for 1.4 gjcm ?  are more pronounced than  those 

carried out in air. The slopes for 4° and 5.88° wedge angle are not as extreme 

as those for 8.12° and 8.93° wedge angles.

C .2.2 1.6 g/crn? exfoliated  graphite

Tests were carried out on all four wedge angles. Figures C.8 and C.8 and 

show results for 1.6 g/cw ?  exfoliated graphite in air and argon respectively.

The results for 1.6 g/crr? show the same trends for wear as 1.4 gjcrr?  

and 1.5 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite packing rings. There is a degree of scatter 

in the results for the higher degree angles. This could be due to  the fact 

th a t a stronger m aterial will be significantly harder to destruct by repeated 

disturbances of the frictional bonds as these frictional bonds are stronger in
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Figure C.7: Time versus wear for special 1.6 gjcrr? exfoliated graphite in 
argon
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denser materials.
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A ppendix D

Teadit friction and wear results

Wedge tests were carried out on three different braided packing types,

• Teadit 2001

•  Teadit 2200

• Teadit 2202

Teadit 2001 shown in Figure D .la  is a diagonally braided from pure 
graphite yarn with a minimum purity of 99%, treated with corrosion in
hibitor and pure graphite powder.

Teadit 2200 shown in Figure D .lb is diagonally braided from high quality 
carbon fibre yarn and impregnated with a corrosion inhibitor.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure D.l; (a) Teadit 2001 (b) Teadit 2200 (c) Teadit 2202
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Teadit 2202 is a diagonally braided from pure expanded flexible graphite 
and reinforced at the corners with a high quality carbon yarn, shown in 
Figure D .lc

Teadit 2001, Teadit 2200 and Teadit 2202 are not endless rings. They are 
cut to length from lengths of the manufactured packing material. They have 
single cuts are made at 45° angles to the section. Teadit 2001, Teadit 2200 
and Teadit 2202 have winds of PTFE tape wrapped around the end sections 
(joints) of each ring [90]. This feature can be seen in Figures D.l.

D .l  Friction data  

D . l . l  Teadit 2001

Results for Teadit 2001 carried out on the PTFE sections of the packing rings 
in air and argon respectively are shown in Figures D.2 and D.3. Figures D.4 
and D.5 detail the results of tests carried out on the non-PTFE section of 
Teadit 2001 packing rings in air and in argon.

Results for tests carried out on PTFE sections show a much lower coef
ficient of friction than those carried out on non-PTFE sections. The same 
trend as seen in exfoliated graphite can be seem in Teadit 2001 packings, 
tha t being there is a definite influence of wedge angle on the coefficient of 
friction recorded during the tests. The influence being tha t the coefficient of 
friction increases with wedge angle.

The lack of oxygen/presence of argon leads to increases in the coefficient 
of friction for tests carried out on both the PTFE and non PTFE sections. 
One significant difterence seen between Teadit 2001 packings and exfoliated 
graphite packing is the absence of an increase in the coefficient of friction 
over time.

D . l . 2 Teadit 2200

Figure D.6, D.7, D.8 and D.9 detail the results for Teadit 2200.
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Teadit 2001, PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.2: Teadit 2001, wedge test results for tests carried out on PTFE 
sections of packing rings in air
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Teadit 2001, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.3: Teadit 2001, wedge test results for tests carried out on PTFE 
sections of packing rings in argon
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T eadit 2001, No PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.4: Teadit 2001, wedge test results for tests carried out on non-PTFE 
sections of packing rings in air
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o.e
T ead it 2001 , No PT FE  (in Argon)
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Figure D.5: Teadit 2001, wedge test results for tests carried out on non-PTFE 
sections of packing rings in argon
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Figure D.6: Teadit 2200, wedge test results for tests carried out on PTFE 
sections of packing rings in air
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T eadit 2200, PT FE  (in Argon)
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Figure D.7: Teadit 2200, wedge test results for tests carried out on PTFE 
sections of packing rings in argon
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T eadit 2200, No PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.8: Teadit 2200, wedge test results for tests carried out on Non- 
PTFE sections of packing rings in air
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Teadit 2200, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.9: Teadit 2200, wedge test results for tests carried out on Non- 
PTFE sections of packing rings in argon
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Figure D.IO: Teadit 2202, wedge test results for tests carried out on P T F E  

sections of packing rings in air

The trends seen in Teadit 2001 are seen in Teadit 2200, the results for 

each of the wedge angles in both air and argon do not vary significantly. 

There is also no increase seen in the coefficient of friction, /i with time.

D .1.3  Teadit 2202

Test d a ta  for Teadit 2202 is shown in Figures D.IO, D .l l ,  D.12 and D.13.

The trends seen in Teadit 2001 and Teadit are seen in Teadit 2202, the 

results for each of the wedge angles in both  air and argon do not vary sig

nificantly between packing types. There is also no increase seen in the co

efficient of friction, fi w ith time. The values for the coefficient of friction 

across the whole series of variables, wedge angle, PT F E , lack of PT F E , nor

mal atm osphere (test carried out in air) or an inert atm osphere are lowest 

for Teadit 2202.

T eadit 2202, PT FE  (in Air)
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- •  5.88 -

•  8 . 12°

. •  8.93

-
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Teadit 2202, PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D .ll: Teadit 2202, wedge test results for tests carried out on PTFE 
sections of packing rings in argon
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Figure D.12: Teadit 2202, wedge test results for tests carried out on Non- 
PTFE sections of packing rings
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Teadit 2202, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.13: Teadit 2202, wedge test results for tests carried out on Non- 
PTFE sections of packing rings
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C 0.4

Wedge angle,

Figure D.14: Wedge angle vs. average coefficient of friction for Teadit 2001

D .1.4  C orrelation data

Correlation data details the average coefficient of friction over the course of 
201 strokes. This data is much more representative of the actual test data 
than the correlation data for exfoliated graphite packings as the coefficient of 
friction for braided TEADIT packings are not seen to increase significantly 
over the course of the test.

A general increase is seen with increasing wedge angle for all three braided 
graphite packings types. An inert atmosphere is also seen to cause an increase 
in the coefficient of friction with each wedge angle.

D .2 W ear data

Tests were carried out on 3 different types of braided graphite packing rings, 
all manufactured by Teadit Italia [90]. All 3 packing types have winds of 
PTFE tape around portions of the ring length. Wedge tests were carried out
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Figure D.15: Wedge angle vs. average coefficient of friction for Teadit 2200
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Figure D.16: Wedge angle vs. average coefficient of friction for Teadit 2202
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T eadit 2001, No PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.17: Weai' coefficient, K for Teadit 2001 on non PTFE sections: in 
air

on both the PTFE and non-PTFE section of each ring type in both air and 
argon.

D .2.1  Teadit 2001

Test were carried out using all four wedge angles. Tests results in air on both 
the PTFE and Non-PTFE section of the packing rings are shown in Figures 
D.19 and D.17. Figures D.20 and D.18 show results for tests carried out on 
the PTFE and Non-PTFE sections in argon.

Wear results for Teadit 2001 do not show as great a dependence on wedge 
angle as exfoliated graphite. The wear on the non-PTFE sections are not as 
great as that seen on the PTFE sections.
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T eadit 2001, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.18: Wear coefRcient, K for Teadit 2001 on non PTFE sections: in 
argon

T eadit 2001. PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.19: Wear coefRcient, K for Teadit 2001 on PTFE sections: in air
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Teadit 2001, PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.20; Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2001 on PTFE sections: in argon

D .2.2  Teadit 2200

As with Teadit 2001, wear results for Teadit 2200 were obtained for ail four 
wedge angle on the PTFE and non-PTFE section of the packing rings in 
both air and argon. Results for Teadit 2200 in air can be seen in Figures 
D.21 and D.23. Results for tests carried out in argon can be seen in Figures 
D.22 and D.24.

The wear results show the same trends as seen with Teadit 2200.

D .2.3  Teadit 2202

Test data for Teadit 2202 in air is shown in Figures D.25 and D.27. Test data 
for Teadit 2202 in argon is shown in Figures D.26 and D.28. These tests were 
carried out on both the PTFE and non-PTFE section of the packing rings.

The wear results show the same trends as seen with Teadit 2200 and 
Teadit 2200.
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T eadit 2200, No PTFE (in Air)
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Figure D.21: Weax coefficient, K for Teadit 2200 011 non PTFE sections: in 
air

D .2 .4  W ear coefficien t, K  for braided  grap h ite  packing  

rings

Wear coefficient data for Teadit 2001, Teadit 2200 and Teadit 2202 can be 
seen in Figures D.29, D.30 and D.31.

The data for the wear coefficients for Teadit 2201, Teadit 2200 and Teadit 
2202 show some experimental variation. There is no general trend that can 
be seen in the data. One reason as to why the results show no correlation 
or trend is that the braided nature of the packing rings will cause the wedge 
to ride up and down across the ridges and grooves of the braids thus giving 
fluctuations in the wear depth depending on where on the inner diameter on 
the individual packing rings the wedge slid.

More investigation needs to carried out into the wear behaviour of Teadit 
2001, Teadit 2200 and Teadit 2202 packing rings to understand the wear 
mechanisms that occur in these packing ring. The wedge test method may
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Teadit 2200, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.22: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2200 on non PTFE sections: in 
argon
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Figure D.23: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2200 on PTFE sections: in air
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T eadit 2200, PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.24: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2200 on PTFE sections: in argon
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Figure D.25: Wcai' coefficient, K for Teadit 2202 on non PTFE sections: in 
air
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Teadit 2202, No PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.26: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2202 on non PTFE sections: in 
argon
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Figure D.27: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2202 on PTFE sections: in air
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T eadit 2202, PTFE (in Argon)
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Figure D.29: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2001
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Figure D.30: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2200
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Figure D.31: Wear coefficient, K for Teadit 2202
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be too sensitive to fluctuations in the braided packings to accurately measure 

the wear coefficient K.
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